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Abstract

Monitoring and maintaining the equipment to ensure its reliability and avail-
ability is vital to industrial operations. With the rapid development and growth
of interconnected devices, the Internet of Things promotes digitization of in-
dustrial assets, to be sensed and controlled across existing networks, enabling
access to a vast amount of sensor data that can be used for condition monitor-
ing. However, the traditional way of gaining knowledge and wisdom, by the
expert, for designing condition monitoring methods is unfeasible for fully uti-
lizing and digesting this enormous amount of information. It does not scale
well to complex systems with a huge amount of components and subsys-
tems. Therefore, a more automated approach that relies on human experts to
a lesser degree, being capable of discovering interesting patterns, generating
models for estimating the health status of the equipment, supporting mainte-
nance scheduling, and can scale up to many equipment and its subsystems,
will provide great benefits for the industry.

This thesis demonstrates how to utilize the concept of "Wisdom of the
Crowd", i.e. a group of similar individuals, for fault detection and prognosis.
The approach is built based on an unsupervised deviation detection method,
Consensus Self-Organizing Models (COSMO). The method assumes that the
majority of a crowd is healthy; individual deviates from the majority are con-
sidered as potentially faulty. The COSMO method encodes sensor data into
models, and the distances between individual samples and the crowd are
measured in the model space. This information, regarding how different an
individual performs compared to its peers, is utilized as an indicator for es-
timating the health status of the equipment. The generality of the COSMO
method is demonstrated with three condition monitoring case studies: i) fault
detection and failure prediction for a commercial fleet of city buses, ii) prog-
nosis for a fleet of turbofan engines and iii) finding cracks in metallic mate-
rial. In addition, the flexibility of the COSMO method is demonstrated with:
i) being capable of incorporating domain knowledge on specializing relevant
expert features; ii) able to detect multiple types of faults with a generic data-
representation, i.e. Echo State Network; iii) incorporating expert feedback on
adapting reference group candidate under an active learning setting. Last but
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not least, this thesis demonstrated that the remaining useful life of the equip-
ment can be estimated from the distance to a crowd of peers.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Interconnected devices are expected to reach 24 billion by 2020 according
to [51]. With the rapid development and growth of interconnected devices,
the Internet of Things (IoT) enables more physical objects to be sensed and
controlled remotely across existing networks [150]. With more direct integra-
tion of a computing system, e.g., sensor and actuators, physical systems and
processes with IoT are also Cyber-Physical Systems, which facilitate many
promising technology areas: intelligent transportation, smart grids, and smart
cities, etc. The study on the Internet of Things will create a high impact on
society, change the infrastructure we use, the traditional technology develop-
ment paradigm we conduct, and conventional business solutions companies
employ. The emerging of IoT will create a vast amount of data from the phys-
ical world. However, the traditional way of gaining knowledge and wisdom,
by the expert, is not feasible to fully utilize and digest this enormous amount
of information. An automated approach or a new paradigm for learning that
could automatically discover interesting patterns, generate knowledge and
help people in decision making, etc. is needed.

A fleet of equipment with Electronic Computing Units (ECU) and sensors
with connectivity are good examples of the IoT. For example, an advanced
commercial heavy-duty vehicle carries over a hundred of ECUs, listening to
data traffic on Controller Area Networks, gathering sensor readings and then
transmitting information using Telematics. It is very tempting to mine and
analyze sensor data collected from a large group of commercial vehicles, e.g.,
a bus fleet, a truck fleet, or an aircraft fleet.

An active emerging application area for mining and utilizing onboard sen-
sor data for fault detection and failure prediction is managing the mainte-
nance of fleets of equipment. Based on on-board computers, the condition of
various pieces of equipment is continuously monitored, and sensor data is an-
alyzed to decide on how the maintenance should be planned and conducted.
Many types of industrial equipment are deployed in the form of fleets. There-
fore, performing fault detection and failure prediction from the fleet perspec-
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

tive, i.e. utilizing information collected from all individual equipment within
a fleet, is worth exploring.

1.1 Motivations
The traditional approach for developing equipment monitoring methods heav-
ily relies on manual work by domain experts. The expert usually needs first
to define possible faults, determine the most relevant signals to monitor, de-
velop component-specific models for a target signal, and take relevant exter-
nal conditions into account. Then the expert runs a number of data logging
experiments, under controlled experiments. Finally, the expert designs a fault
detection algorithm that can be embedded into the on-board computing de-
vice.

This paradigm has proven successful in many cases, especially for the crit-
ical equipment that has a significant impact on safety or continuous operation
(e.g., engine, braking system, gearbox, etc.), but it can not scale to complex
systems, e.g. heavy-duty vehicles, with their huge quantity of components
and it does not fully utilize vast amounts of sensor data collected on-board
from regular operations.

More importantly, there is typically a small overlap between the set of
faults pre-determined to monitor and the set of faults that actually occurred
in the service, after deployment of the equipment. Moreover, controlled ex-
periments were usually conducted under specific conditions and follow sce-
narios pre-determined. However, the real-world application/situation is of-
ten more complicated, and various conditions may vary, which renders tra-
ditional approaches ineffective since controlled experiments that traditional
methods build on are not reflective of the real usage, e.g. new operating pro-
files for the given novel tasks/operations, various unexpected ambient con-
ditions, novel faults, and deterioration patterns, etc.

Therefore, an approach that can construct knowledge more autonomously
for condition monitoring with the involvement of human supervision to a
lower degree, scale to a variety of equipment, detect different types of faults,
prevent severe failures or interruptions of operation, utilize data collected
on-board from regular operations and, by design, being robust (and adap-
tive) to deal with new applications, in which ambient conditions may vary
and unseen operating profiles may present, will provide great benefits for the
industry.

1.2 Objectives
The objective of this research is to contribute to an autonomous condition
monitoring (CM) system for fleets of equipment, estimating health status,
detecting faults and performing prognosis using the sensor data stream col-
lected on-board equipment, for optimizing maintenance schedule. We argue
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that such automated system should be able to continuously be looking for
deviations by comparing itself with its peers using models that capture in-
teresting features from sensor data; this system should be self-adaptive, e.g.,
can adapt itself to different operating and ambient conditions, works on var-
ious equipment and signals without external supervision. Our proposed ap-
proach builds on an unsupervised deviation detection method, Consensus
Self-Organizing Models (COSMO) [119], which is based on the concept of
Wisdom of the Crowd. It assumes that the majority of a crowd is healthy; in-
dividuals that deviate from the majority are considered as potentially faulty.
Sensor data were encoded into models, and the distances between individ-
ual assets and the crowd are measured in the model space. This information,
regarding how different an equipment performs compared to its peers, is uti-
lized as an indicator for faults as well as for estimating the health condition
of the equipment.

We also demonstrate, in this work, features computed using the COSMO
methods, which reflect how different individual equipment performs com-
pared to its peers, are generic and transferable between different applications
for fault detection and prognosis. This study emphasizes on utilizing data
collected from after deployment of the equipment, which reflects the real us-
age of the real-world application, and improves with the use of state of the
art industrial approach for CM in the following aspects:

• Current industrial approaches for fault detection are component-specific
and heavily rely on human supervision. A more automated approach
that works for, and scales to, various components is required.

• The traditional paradigm for developing fault detection and prognosis
methods heavily relies on data collected from controlled experiments
and neglects the fact that real-world applications might be quite differ-
ent from the experimental setup, i.e., pre-deployment and post-deployment
data are not from the same population. Methods developed under this
paradigm are not adaptive to perform under new operating and envi-
ronmental conditions by design.

• A massive amount of data collected from regular operations is avail-
able, underutilized.

1.3 Challenges
In general, there are two types of CM methods for fault detection and progno-
sis, i.e., physical model-based methods and data-driven methods. As a com-
mon practice, the physical model-based approaches require a good under-
standing of the mechanism of the target system and the failure progression.
However, such approaches do not scale well to the complexity; the more com-
plex the system, the more difficult it is to build a faithful physical model.
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In contrast, data-driven methods do not require extensive knowledge of the
physical mechanisms [56, 27], but they need (labeled) data with comprehen-
sive coverage of various usages, wear patterns or failure progression, e.g.,
run-to-failure cases, of the target system. Acquiring run-to-failure cases in in-
dustrial systems is expensive, and many systems are not allowed to run until
failure, often for safety reasons. This means that priorities and trade-offs must
be made on which failure cases to collect data. Furthermore, deterioration of
many wear failures progresses very slowly, and it might take months, perhaps
even years, of continuous operation for the first failure cases to develop [46].
Therefore, in many cases, it is difficult to acquire relevant faulty examples or
run-to-failure cases, especially prior to the deployment of the equipment. On
the other hand, data from regular operations usually lacks “ground truth”,
i.e., how a risky or worn component looks like, and the exact condition con-
cerning the equipment is not available, which is essential for improving and
building the CM systems post-production.

Moreover, industrial equipment such as heavy-duty vehicles and airplanes
are often deployed to an evolving and dynamic environment. Many external
conditions may vary; new faults and deterioration patterns are likely occur-
ring. Concept drift [42], e.g., seasonal changes in certain conditions, may oc-
cur in the real-world application, which is very hard to simulate, model, and
include in controlled experiments. It is not clear how significantly different
factors could affect vehicle operation. Some of the information is not even
available. Therefore, it is tough to model the process of machine operation
and to understand how to take all relevant factors into account for designing
CM methods.

Last but not least, solutions in real-world commercial applications need
to be cost-effective, and thus, computing and human resources are always
limited. Computation power (on-board) and data transmission capacity via
a Telematics gateway are scarce while it has to deal with a large amount of
data generated from hundreds of sensors with a relatively high sampling rate.
Sensors do not guarantee to capture all the faults encountered in real-life op-
eration. Multiple faults can co-exist and thus influence the system simultane-
ously. It is challenging to build an autonomous system that takes account of
all the aspects mentioned above.

1.4 Research Gap and Questions
To address some of the challenges mentioned in Subsection 1.3, we choose
to base our work on the COSMO method [119]. The COSMO method was
first introduced in work [131] by Svensson et al. and, in their following works
[12, 118] the method was applied to detect faults and monitor the health con-
dition of a commercial fleet of city buses, that are, to a great extent, homoge-
neous, in an unsupervised manner using data only from regular operations
(experiment free). These buses are very similar in the mechanical structure,
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tasks assigned (they operate on similar routes), as well as the external con-
ditions (if observations were drawn from the same time period). Due to the
restriction on on-board resources, storing raw time series data of all signals
(for comparing pairwise differences between units) is usually not feasible or
cost-effective. The COSMO method compresses sensor data, i.e., time series,
into models. Selected models or data representations are expected to capture
the characteristics of various signals. The deviation is then detected in model
space based on those representations.

A series of exploratory studies [131, 12, 118, 119] have shown, with ex-
amples, that the COSMO method is able to detect deviations autonomously,
indicate faults and lead to discovering new knowledge in multiple systems
on-board buses, e.g., runaway engine cooling fan due to short circuit in ECU,
failing NOx sensor in the engine emission control system and jammed cylin-
der in the injector, etc. However, this series of exploratory studies did not
provide a systematic evaluation, with a metric, on detecting multiple faults
over the entire period that these buses were monitored. One issue here is the
fact that data collected from regular operations usually lack labels and accu-
rate maintenance service records. The exact condition, i.e., “ground truth”,
of the equipment is not available. In addition, the quality of service records
is not ideal. The information about parts replaced and operations performed
is accurate, but that a component was replaced or repaired does not strictly
mean that it was broken. Moreover, multiple events, e.g., faults and failures,
can occur at the same time. It is also interesting to investigate what types of
reference knowledge from human experts can be utilized and how to cate-
gorize/group different kinds of events and associate them with the observa-
tions.
Research Question 1: How to evaluate the performance of deviation detec-
tion methods in finding faults and predicting failures with on-board sensor
data and off-board service records collected from regular operations?

It is known that the performance of machine learning methods depends
on the choice of features or data representations. The most common and con-
ventional way is to incorporate domain-specific knowledge for engineering
a hand-crafted feature for the task of interest. Crafting features based on hu-
man supervision does not scale to complex systems with a huge amount of
components. Recently, deep learning was applied to automatically extract (hi-
erarchical) features with a task or a set of the task of interest [68, 138, 163].
However, there is no guarantee that the predetermined task, of interest, is
relevant for the future testing samples. In this case, unsupervised feature ex-
traction methods are employed for capturing meaningful characteristics in
the features/data representations [99, 16].

The COSMO method encodes characteristics of the sensor data into data
representations and performs deviation detection in the model space, e.g.,
comparing fitted parameters from different samples. The COSMO method is
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“Self-organized”, indicating that the data representation shall be capable of
capturing characteristics of the signal without external supervision.

In the previous studies, histograms were employed as a data representa-
tion to model the probability density of the sensor data. However, histograms
do not capture any dynamics or temporal information of the signal. There-
fore, exploring data representations and corresponding distance measures ca-
pable of capturing the changes in the dynamics from the signal, of the under-
lying process, might be useful for detecting faults that have a strong impact
on the, for example, the change rate of the signal.
Research Question 2: What data representation is beneficial for detecting
faults in the model space?

The COSMO method is an unsupervised deviation detection method that
considers deviations from the majority as potentially faulty. However, not
all deviations or anomalies corresponds to faulty behaviors, some can be
explained by atypical or new usage. Therefore, allowing domain experts to
be included in the learning loop, providing feedback on (queried) anoma-
lies, separating useful samples from the noise, adapting the model to han-
dle changes in the data distribution (e.g. concept drift) can be helpful for
the COSMO method in tackling real-world problems. The COSMO method
was deployed as a self-monitoring system for monitoring the condition of
the equipment. Knowledge and feedback from domain experts were not uti-
lized for dealing with a specific task in the previous work [131, 12, 118]. There
is a large amount of knowledge from the domain expert that is available for
diagnosing and maintaining the equipment. It would be interesting to inves-
tigate what knowledge is available and how to incorporate it into the COSMO
method.
Research Question 3: How can expert knowledge be incorporated into a
group based anomaly detection method, e.g., COSMO?

The COSMO method was designed to be generic and intended to be ef-
fective in performing CM on many different types of systems and application
domains. Work [76] by Larsson et al. has applied the COSMO method for de-
tecting air system fault, air leakage in this case, but for Scania Heavy-Duty
Vehicles. The result shows that the performance of the COSMO method is on
par of the expert approach. Apart from performing CM for fleets of heavy-
duty vehicles, it would be interesting to apply the COSMO method on other
application domain and verify its performance for fault detection or progno-
sis.
Research Question 4: Can the COSMO method be applied to very different
domains?

It is shown, in study [119], that the COSMO method is capable of dealing
with concept drift in data due to seasonal changes since the crowd is built on
sample observations from similar equipment and was calibrated over time
with vehicles operating under similar conditions. If the crowd is representa-
tive of the current condition for the equipment, the method should be able to
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use peers to calibrate itself in an on-line fashion. Apart from detecting faults
under concept drift in ambient conditions, it would be interesting to investi-
gate whether features, reflecting the difference between individual asset with
its peers, can be applied to perform prognosis and, at the same time, be ro-
bust in handling testing samples that come from a very different population.
Conventionally, only a few run-to-failure examples are available for devel-
oping prognosis systems. It is important to, by design, making the progno-
sis system transferable, i.e., that is able to generalize from a limited number
of run-to-failure examples prior to deployment into making prognostics with
data coming from deployed equipment that is being used under multiple new
operating conditions and experiencing a previously unseen fault.

Work [82], by Le et al., proposed to estimate RUL by simulating a Wiener
process based on a degradation path that is generated using distance to the
barycenter of failure, i.e. EOL, samples (measured in the PCA space). How-
ever, failure examples are often difficult to acquire in reality. It would be in-
teresting to explore whether distance to samples under healthy conditions
(fault-free) is useful for RUL prediction. Works [69, 147] incorporated instance-
based learning, i.e. building up models with trajectories that share similari-
ties. However, they have not considered the case that the testing trajectory
would come from a very different population/subset compared to the train-
ing data.
Research Question 5: Does the distance to the peers contain information
about the remaining useful life of the equipment?

1.5 Applying a Wisdom of the Crowd Approach for
Fault Detection and Prognosis

In works [11, 118, 119], the Center for Applied Intelligent Systems Research
(CAISR) research group presented a system that continuously mines vari-
ous sensor data streams on-board a vehicle, discovers interesting signal re-
lations and constructs compressed representations of vehicle behavior. The
compressed representations are transmitted to a back-office server via a Telem-
atic gateway and anomalies were detected using the COSMO method.The
COSMO method works with a group of similar equipment and utilized data
collected from post-deployment, during regular operation of equipment. It
computes deviation levels, based on p-values, that reflect how likely it is
that an individual system is deviating from a reference group (a peer group),
ideally composed by nominal samples. The COSMO method was developed
to be a generic method for detecting anomalies. In this study, the COSMO
method was applied to three different applications for fault detection and
prognosis: i) detecting faults and predicting failures in air systems for a com-
mercial fleet of city buses (paper I, II and III); ii) predicting RUL for fleets of
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turbofan engines (paper V); iii) Non-Destructive Testing, i.e., detecting cracks
in metallic material (paper IV).

1.5.1 Fault Detection and Failure Prediction for a Fleet of City
Buses

The COSMO method is initially introduced and applied to a commercial fleet
application. The objective is to monitor various system on-board vehicle for
detecting faults and predicting failures.

An illustration of this anomaly detection system is shown in Figure 1.1.
The server runs the Consensus Self-Organizing Models method to detect de-
viations and capture abnormal behavior of the fleet, based on the idea of
“wisdom of the Crowd.” The crowd selected in this application is based on
the assumption that sample observations of each bus from the same week are
homogeneous, i.e., form a peer group. Since city buses, from the same fleet,
operate on the same routes under similar external conditions, within the same
period, are alike. By comparing compressed representations of each vehicle
against the rest of the fleet, the system computes the probability of each ve-
hicle deviating from the group, i.e., the system defines the nominal behavior
of fleet on-line and individual deviations from this reference behavior can be
considered as anomalies.

Figure 1.1: An illustration of Consensus Self-Organizing Models Method
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One important aspect of the COSMO method is the ability to capture and
encode characteristics of various signals by using model-space representa-
tions. For example, as a simple and straightforward approach, a histogram
approximates the probability density function of the signal and can be uti-
lized for capturing the differences in the spread. Histograms are memory ef-
ficient, robust against noise, and easy to store as well as to compute on-board.
On the other hand, a complex representation such as a Recurrent Neural Net-
work can capture dynamics, i.e., temporal information, of the signal. In short,
the COSMO method identifies deviations based on comparing characteristics
encoded in the representation.

The COSMO method estimates the probability of being an outlier among
similar individuals. The output and deviation level from the COSMO method
essentially estimates the relative health condition of the equipment within a
fleet. It differs from the conventional methods of estimating the equipment
condition, which is based on a reference model built from data collected in
well-controlled experiments.

The output of the COSMO method is considered to be a special type of
condition indicator and can be interpreted differently, depending on the goal.
In this work, we primarily consider the deviation level to be an indicator
of RUL. For the problem that causes severe consequences, the deviation level
can be considered to be the risk of fault or failure occurs up to a pre-determined
time interval. This information can, therefore, be utilized for decision support
to optimize maintenance scheduling, e.g., eliminating unplanned stops by fix-
ing hazardous components before they cause the vehicle to breakdown on the
road.

1.5.2 Prognosis for a Fleet of Turbofan Engines

In paper V [31], the need for performing transfer learning in adapting prog-
nostic methods to handle future data samples that may come from unseen
distribution, undertaking new faults, and deterioration progressions were ad-
dressed. The COSMO method was utilized to compute distance to the peers,
instead of the probability for deviation (which is bounded), as a transferable
feature with predictive quality for RUL prediction. The hypothesis is that
both the source and the target data are projected into a latent space where
distances of each sample to a reference group are preserved, i.e., the feature
is transferable. The proposed approach is tested and verified on the Turbofan
Engine Degradation Simulation Data Set, which is generated by C-MAPSS
(Commercial Modular Aero-Propulsion System Simulation) [123].

There is no global time information regarding when the turbofan engines
were deployed to the field or the time each cycle corresponds to. Therefore,
selecting and updating the crowd with samples from the same period is not
possible. We assume that a small number of cycles ⌧ at the beginning of these
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trajectories correspond to fairly “healthy” systems and use them as the nom-
inal data samples for constructing “the crowd”.

After COSMO features (for each dimension of the signal) were generated
based on the crowd selected, a mapping function using a random forest (RF)
regression model is learned between the COSMO features and RUL for the
prediction task. Through experimental results on the Turbofan Engine Degra-
dation Simulation Data Set, we demonstrate that the proposed approach with
RF regression can predict RUL. Although only trained using labeled data
from a simpler scenario, the proposed approach, with RF regressor, is capable
of generalizing from a limited number of run-to-failure trajectories into mak-
ing prognostics on data coming from more complex scenarios, where new
operating conditions and faults are encountered.

1.5.3 Non-Destructive Testing

In paper IV, the COSMO method was applied to detect crack and identify its
location in a metallic material, by using spectral components of acoustic Echo-
Signal as input data. Transducers were used to scan and collect echo-signal at
different locations on a metal board. Deviation levels are computed based on
the assumption that locations nearby each other are similar/homogeneous
and therefore form a peer group. The experiment result shows that deviation
levels computed using the COSMO method can indicate the cracks within a
metal board.

1.6 Overview of the Contribution
The contribution of this thesis falls into the following categories:

1. We proposed a method that labels the data collected from regular opera-
tions, based on Vehicle Service Records, and ways of evaluating the per-
formance (prognostic power and stability) of fault detection and prog-
nosis methods in predicting (multiple) component failures and main-
taining the equipment. (Paper I and VII)

2. Demonstrated the flexibility of the COSMO method in terms of i) being
capable of incorporating domain knowledge on specializing relevant
expert features (Paper II); ii) able to detect multiple types of faults with
a generic data-representation, i.e. Echo State Network (Paper III); iii)
incorporating expert feedback on adapting reference group candidate
under an active learning setting. (Paper VI)

3. Demonstrated the generality of the COSMO method by applying it to
three case studies (in different application domains) for fault detection
and prognosis: i) detecting faults and predicting failures in a city bus
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fleet (Paper I, II & III); ii) predicting RUL for a fleet of turbofan en-
gine (Paper V); iii) non-destructive testing: detecting cracks in metallic
material (Paper IV).

4. Demonstrated the usefulness and robustness of a transferable feature,
i.e. distance to peers, in performing prognosis for a fleet of turbofan en-
gines under cases where new operating profile and/or fault present in
the target domain, with run-to-failure trajectories from a source domain
in which only limited amount of operating conditions and fault exam-
ples are included. (Paper V)





Chapter 2
Background and Related Works

2.1 Condition Monitoring and Maintenance
Strategies

With the rapid development in the electronics industry, the cost of electronic
devices is continuously decreasing, while computation power and storage
have significantly increased. This makes large scale data acquisition on fleets
of industrial assets available, with an affordable cost for the manufacturer
and consumer. The new advanced type of sensor data acquisition system
with Telematics technology enables the possibility of monitoring equipment
remotely, for fault detection and prognosis. The information regarding the
health status of the equipment provided by Condition Monitoring methods
is utilized for maintenance planning in a proactive manner.

2.1.1 Terminology

For clarification, a review of the terminology used in this thesis are listed as
follows, based on the work [60, 61] by Isermann et al., [52] by Han et al., and
[63] by Jardine et al.

• Fault: an unpermitted deviation of at least one characteristic property
(feature) of the system from the acceptable, usual, standard operating
condition.

• Failure: a permanent interruption of a system ability to perform a re-
quired function under specified operating conditions.

• Fault Detection: determination of the faults present in a system.

• Fault Diagnosis: Determination of the kind, size, location and time of a
fault. Fault Diagnosis includes fault isolation and fault identification.

13
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• Fault Isolation: Determination of the kind, location and time of detec-
tion of a fault. Follows fault detection.

• Fault Identification: Determination of the size and time-variant behav-
ior of a fault. Follows fault isolation.

• Monitoring: A continuous real-time task of determining the conditions
of a physical system, by recording information, recognizing and indi-
cating anomalies in the behavior.

• Prognosis: Determination of whether a fault or failure is impending and
estimate how soon a fault or failure will occur.

• Condition monitoring: a technique or a process of monitoring the op-
erating characteristics of the machine in such a way that changes and
trends of the monitored characteristics can be used to predict the need
for maintenance before serious deterioration or breakdown occurs, and/or
to estimate the health status of the machine. Condition monitoring is the
technique served for condition based maintenance (CBM).

To restate, a fault is defined as a deviation from the normal state of a sys-
tem or process. A failure refers to a permanent interruption of performing
the desired operation and is considered more severe than a fault. Taking a
vehicle air system operation as an example, a deviation from the required air
pressure of the air supplying compressor is a fault. If the air supply is insuf-
ficient to drive other critical equipment, e.g. the gearbox, the air brake, and
the air suspension system, etc., the vehicle would be inoperable and this is
considered as a machine failure.

Faults can occur due to various reasons. They can appear due to degra-
dation (e.g. with small and slowly developing incipient (soft) fault [41]), in-
cidents, improper usage or operating under undesired external conditions.
Although a fault might be tolerated at its early stage, diagnosis and main-
tenance actions must be planned and performed in a proactive manner, as it
may cause severe consequences over time as it grows. Once a fault is detected
or observed based on symptoms or abnormal behavior, fault diagnosis is put
into action: it focuses on determining the kind, size, location, and root cause,
etc. of a fault. For example, if the operator observed that vehicle air brakes
are not working properly, he will check the air brakes and other systems that
are related to this component. With further investigation, he might discover
that they are caused by insufficient air supply, e.g. a weak compressor or air
leaks within the air system. Then the air compressor will be checked for its
performance and air system related component, e.g. pipe, regulators, hoses,
etc. will be inspected. After the test and inspection, he might locate where
does the fault take place and what type of faults it is, e.g. one part of the air
hose is broken and caused air leaks. The severity of detected faults will be
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Figure 2.1: Fault and failure progression timeline

evaluated and maintenance action is then performed if necessary. Figure 2.1,
based on tutorial [65], shows the time order of relevant events of fault and
failure progression.

2.1.2 Fault Detection and Prognosis

The objective of the fault detection system is to assist maintenance personnel
and operators of the equipment with information regarding faults and irreg-
ularities that occurred. Palai et al. emphasized in their work [105] that the
need for fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) in automobiles originates from
two perspectives: a maintenance-oriented perspective and a safety-oriented
perspective.

The prognosis, on the other hand, primarily focuses on casting predictions
on the remaining useful life (RUL) of the equipment. The RUL of a system is
defined as the time interval from the particular time of operation until the
end of the system’s useful life, i.e., when it is incapable of performing its
functions [127]. This information can be utilized for maintenance planning,
e.g., preparation of resources can be allocated before-hand, and repair can
be performed before equipment reached End Of Life (EOL). As is shown in
Figure 2.1, at any point in time, fault detection is performed to find whether
there exist any deviations from the norm in the equipment and diagnosis is
performed to investigate the root cause and determine the effect of the fault
on the operation or other parts. Prognosis is performed to cast prediction on
the health conditions of the equipment in the future, based on characteristics
of the fault, deterioration patterns, and usage of the equipment.

Condition monitoring methods monitor the operating characteristics of
the machine and predict maintenance needs based on the changes or the
trends of the operating characteristics, under the assumption that symptoms
of the faults or degradation of the equipment are observable. A common ap-
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Figure 2.2: Modeling component degradation

proach is to model the degradation of the equipment and indicate faults and
failures based on pre-determined thresholds for making maintenance deci-
sions, see Figure 2.2, under the assumption that symptoms of the faults or
degradation of the equipment are observable.

The degradation model is also widely used and referred to in Reliability
Engineering [168]. It is often modeled using statistical approaches such as
Gaussian process models [92, 104], geometric Brownian motion models [109],
and gamma process models [78], based on the operating characteristics of the
equipment.

Fault detection and diagnosis methods

Most FFD methods fall into one of the following categories: model-driven
methods, data-driven methods, expert supervised systems, and hybrid ap-
proaches [162, 74]. Model-driven methods are mainly based on physical prop-
erties, processes or models of the system, e.g. dynamics and kinematics, etc.
The models are constructed by domain experts, based on well-developed
techniques and are expected to describe the nominal or faulty operation pro-
cesses of the system. Data-driven methods are built based on data and do
not require explicit knowledge of their physical behavior. It has been widely
applied to the area that has high complexity and uncertainty, for example,
chemical systems. The expert supervised systems mentioned here refer to
techniques, domain experts or operators, e.g. mechanics or data scientists,
who use their own expertise and personal experience as the building blocks
of the method.
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Equipment monitoring systems have continuous access to sensor read-
ings, collecting time series. To characterize a system or a physical process
for detecting faults or deviations, various types of physical properties can be
measured and utilized. Take air compressor problems as an example: related
works include using accelerometers for vibration statistics, e.g. see work [1]
by Ahmed et al., or temperature sensors to measure the compressor working
temperature [64]. Many fault detection and diagnosis methods, based on time
series data, utilize models/representations that capture different characteris-
tics, e.g time dependencies of a univariate signal and/or relations between
multiple signals, etc. There are large amounts of works available: the work
[125], presented by Serdio et al., utilizes multivariate time series models and
orthogonal transformations for fault detection; the work [121], by Sarkar et
al., detects faults in turbine engines based on symbolic transient time series
analysis; the work [33] presented by Spilios et al. uses different representa-
tions for univariate time series to detect and identify faults in various vibrat-
ing structures; the work [25] presented by Lello et al. proposed to use a num-
ber of Bayesian models for time series, to detect and recognize faults in indus-
trial robot tasks; the work [37, 36], done by Filev et al., presented a framework
for equipment monitoring that builds on dynamic Gaussian mixture model
fuzzy clusters; In [11] Byttner et al. presented a method that searches for inter-
esting pairwise relationship of two signals in a group of vehicles and utilizes
linear models for detecting deviations in the model space.

For methods dealing with complex problems with evolving external con-
ditions and which are influenced by various factors, the work [87] done by
Lemos et al. proposed an approach based on an evolving fuzzy classifier. In
work [155] proposed by Hu et al., a semi-supervised method based on select-
ing the most suitable features according to an evolving environment is sug-
gested. In their recent work [58], a deviation detection method is proposed to
incorporate with updating functions under a new operating environment or
natural degradation processes.

When it comes to fault detection in the automotive industry, imbalanced
date sets are a common and challenging issue [114]: real-world data sets are
often predominately composed of “normal” samples, i.e. real faulty or fail-
ure cases are frustratingly scarce, with respect to the large volume of data
collected from normal operations. A review regarding approaches dealing
with imbalanced data sets can be found in [54]. A popular method [15], pro-
posed by Chawla et al., uses over-sampling of the minority class and under-
sampling of the majority class.

The COSMO method utilizes information across a fleet of similar units to
detect faults, which is very similar to the Artificial Immune System (AIS) for
fault detection, diagnosis and recovery (FDDR), presented in [7, 77, 128]. AIS
is artificial and computational intelligence methods based on a biological im-
munity mechanism to solve engineering problems [21]. The COSMO method
is similar to the Positive Detection algorithms of AIS, which detect anomalies
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based on two steps: i) a set of detectors is generated based on a definition of
normal behavior, e.g. accepted range of values; ii) monitor acquired data of
the process based on generated detectors, e.g. compute the affinity between
observations and detectors, any deviation beyond some thresholds will lead
to the detection of a fault. The COSMO method assumes the majority of the
fleet is healthy, i.e. the normal behavior, and consider samples that deviate
from the majority to be abnormal or faulty.

Prognosis methods

In general, approaches for developing RUL prediction methods can be cat-
egorized into four types: model-based, data-driven, experience-based, and
hybrid approaches.

Model-based approaches, e.g. see works [158, 71], require a deep under-
standing of the physical models of the equipment and the underlying mech-
anism of its operations. A common approach is to build up a reference model
describing the nominal behavior of the system based on mathematical models
and determine a residual as an indicator for the RUL.

In contrast, data-driven methods do not require a deep understanding of
the physical model of the system. Instead, the system behavior is approxi-
mated by statistical or machine learning models. Typically, three types of ap-
proaches were taken: i) mapping between a set of sensor input and RUL; ii)
mapping between an approximated health index or degradation level (one-
dimensional variable) and RUL; iii) Similarity-based matching with or with-
out training a mapping function. Many prognostic methods have been based
on neural networks: Hemies et al. [55], used recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
to capture temporal information from the multivariate sensor readings and
learn the complex system dynamics for predicting RUL; Echo state networks
(ESNs), with similar characteristics as RNNs, have been applied to perform
the prognostic modeling as well [116, 111]; Zheng et al. [167] applied RNNs
with long short-term memory (LSTM) to predict RUL. Another approach to
model system degradation, instead of learning a direct mapping function be-
tween the sensor input and RUL, is to construct an intermediate scalar fea-
ture, such as a health index (HI) or degradation index. This index should cap-
ture the degradation pattern of the equipment for RUL prediction. The objec-
tive is to learn two mapping functions: the first one maps sensor data to the
index and the second one maps this index to RUL. Various techniques, e.g.
stochastic modeling, neural networks, and distance-based approaches have
been employed. Le Son et al. [81] proposed, to use a Gamma process with
Gaussian noise to model the degradation indicator of the equipment for RUL
prediction. Liu et al. [90] proposed a data-level fusion approach for gener-
ating health indices with exponential models. Le Son et al. [82] proposed to
estimate RUL by simulating a Wiener process based on a degradation path
that is generated using distance to the center of failure (EOL) sample in the
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PCA space. Zhao et al. [164] proposed to learn the degradation pattern with
adjacent difference neural networks. The third type of approach is to weigh
trajectories differently based on the similarity in the degradation pattern for
training the mapping function between sensor data and RUL. Wang et al.
[147] used this idea to create a library of degradation patterns based on a
health index fused using multivariate sensor data. For each testing sample,
the predictions were cast using a model that was trained only with trajecto-
ries that had similar degradation patterns to the one observed. In [146], Wang
proposed a comprehensive method with the RUL prediction model built on
degradation patterns from samples with high similarities, measured by Eu-
clidean distance.

For modeling the lifetime prediction function, Voronov et al. developed a
theory [142, 142, 144, 143] extending the Random Survival Forest with infor-
mation regarding the confidence of the model prediction.

The experience-based approaches [10] is probably the only choice when
the physical model is not available and the access to sensor data limited. It
only utilizes the lifetime statistics of the component or follows the recom-
mendation from the original equipment manufacturer. The hybrid approach
intended to combine model-based approaches and data-based approaches for
casting RUL.

2.1.3 Maintenance Strategies

The objective of maintenance planning is to be cost-efficient in operation,
e.g. eliminate unplanned stops, reduce waiting time for repair and maxi-
mize system usage. With the rapid growth of the amount of equipment, sys-
tems, and infrastructures, managing the maintenance strategically becomes
increasingly important to operational efficiency.

With modern automation and machinery spread worldwide, the size of
production personnel has reduced over time, while resources distributed on
maintenance management (for machinery systems) have greatly increased.
Garg et al. mention in their review [45] that in refineries, maintenance depart-
ments are of the same size as operation departments. Moreover, maintenance
costs can be the largest part of any operational budget.

Maintenance strategies can be classified into two categories: reactive and
proactive [72]. Corrective, unplanned, or breakdown maintenance is com-
monly categorized as reactive maintenance: performing maintenance after
the occurrence of equipment breakdown or detection of a severe defect, i.e.,
fix something after it breaks. Proactive maintenance includes preventive and
predictive maintenance: performing maintenance before equipment failures
occur. Preventive maintenance usually refers to maintenance actions performed
based on predetermined time intervals or estimated age of the equipment,
probability of failing within a specific time frame, or degradation based on
usage. The predefined time interval is usually proposed based on information
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provided by the component supplier or computed from the historical usage
of the component. Predictive maintenance differs from preventive mainte-
nance in terms of maintenance planning. The former involves maintenance
services being adaptively scheduled based on continuously monitored con-
dition, which is estimated using, e.g., parameters or physical attributes of the
equipment.

Take the automobile industry as an example; the current paradigm for
maintaining commercial vehicles is mainly a mixture of reactive and preven-
tive approaches [113]. During each scheduled service, on-board computers
are checked for diagnostic fault codes to locate the root cause of faults or
failures. Usually, there are several maintenance occasions planned regularly
every year for heavy-duty vehicles. This mixture of maintenance strategy is
not ideal: i) it does not perform maintenance pro-actively well before the fail-
ure happens, i.e., severe component failures usually result in extra damage to
the system and could be prevented; ii) planned maintenance with fixed time
intervals does not guarantee all routinely changed parts have used all their
potentials. Therefore, a shift of current maintenance strategy to one with more
predictive maintenance is required: to inspect and repair components (well)
before they cause a breakdown or severe damage to the system.

Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) is a maintenance strategy that is
based on the actual condition of the equipment, which is continuously mon-
itored to determine what and how maintenance needs to be done. It con-
sists of three main steps: data acquisition, data processing, and maintenance
decision-making [63]. Two important aspects of CBM are diagnosis and prog-
nosis [47, 63]. As aforementioned, diagnosis deals with fault isolation and
identification. The objective of prognosis is to estimate the condition of the
equipment or the risk of using the component based on its current condition.
There are two main prediction indices or types in the field of machine prog-
nostics [63].

The most popular and widely used approach is to estimate the RUL, men-
tioned previously, of the equipment, i.e., how much time is left until a failure
occurs, based on the current and historical condition as well as usage of the
machine. It is a fairly straight forward indicator for scheduling maintenance
in advance. Common metrics for evaluating RUL are explained by Saxena et
al. [122, 48].

In the case that the result of failure is disastrous (e.g., operation failures of
commercial airplane, nuclear power plant or space rockets, etc.), estimating
the risk of failure within a certain time interval is desirable. Estimating this
risk is essentially similar to measuring the probability that a machine operates
properly in a pre-determined time interval. A maintenance decision can be
made based on pre-defined thresholds.
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Figure 2.3: A timeline of the development of CM methods

2.2 On Applying Machine Learning for Condition
Monitoring

A timeline of the development of CM methods, for fault detection and/or
prognosis methods, is illustrated in Figure 2.3. CM methods are initially built
during Phase A, based on controlled experiments, using supervised learning.
In this phase are labeled data {xs, ys} available. In Phase B, the equipment is
deployed to the application. It may encounter operating profiles that were
not previously observed during Phase A. New (unseen) faults might occur
at some point in time (Phase C) after the deployment, and the equipment
might deteriorate with a pattern that is different from the ones observed dur-
ing Phase A. Observations xi are available during Phase B and Phase C. The
first (batch) occurrence of failures marks the starting of Phase D, i.e., matura-
tion of CM methods. During this phase, CM methods can be improved with
deterioration patterns that actually occur in the target real-world application.

The traditional industrial approach is to develop CM methods using data
collected during Phase A, from controlled experiments. Supervised learning
are commonly applied to train a prediction model or a function f(·) : x ! y
using labeled sample pairs {xs,ys}. The prediction model was deployed to ap-
proximate label yT of testing samples xT . Since it requires human effort, and
maybe costly, to acquire the ground truth (especially for data samples col-
lected from regular operation after deployment) in many industrial systems,
Semi-supervised learning can be employed to exploit the structure of the
data, using a small amount of labeled data and a large amount of unlabeled
data for training a prediction model. Unsupervised learning methods such
as anomaly detection find deviations that are significantly different from the
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majority of the data. If the majority are assumed to be normal, then deviations
from the majority are considered as potentially faulty. It can be performed
without any labels or the presence of failure examples and applied to Phase B
and afterward for fault/deviation detection, without the need for controlled
experiments from Phase A However, in real-world applications, not all devi-
ations and anomalies are faulty samples; they might correspond to atypical
usage or behaviors. Active learning can be applied to incorporate human-
expert feedback on separating useful samples (e.g., anomalies that are faulty
samples) from the noise, for producing a more accurate prediction model.

Most state of the art solution for building data-driven fault detection and
prognosis methods were based on data from simulations, stress tests (or accel-
erated degradation tests), and experiments [89, 103, 70, 156] with predefined
faults under controlled conditions. This paradigm assumes that controlled
experiments are representative of the operating conditions and failure pro-
gressions that occur in the field. If this holds, the fault detection and progno-
sis model built based on the controlled experiment data will work fine in the
real-world application. However, many complex machines, e.g., heavy-duty
and construction vehicles, are deployed under many different conditions and
sometimes deteriorate in unexpected ways. The traditional paradigm for de-
signing diagnosis and prognosis methods does not take this into account, i.e.,
that training and testing data come from different populations.

To address this issue, recently, Transfer Learning (TL) [108, 148] has been
applied to machine diagnosis and prognosis, e.g., [161, 149, 159, 153, 145, 93,
91, 19]. Transfer learning aims at acquiring knowledge from solving one prob-
lem, where labeled data are abundant, and modifying this knowledge to solve
a different but related problem, where labeled data are difficult or expensive
to collect. In the context of TL, the training and testing samples are referred
to as the source samples XS and the target samples XT . Correspondingly, they
come from the source domain DS, where useful knowledge is obtained from
solving the source task TS, and the target domain DT , where knowledge ac-
quired from the source domain DS is adapted, transferred and applied to
solve the target task TT .

The maturation (Phase D) of CM methods can be conducted under induc-
tive TL setting, if new deterioration patterns are present in the real-world ap-
plication (Phase B to Phase D as the target domain DT ) but not in the controlled
experiment (Phase A as the source domain DS), and the marginal distribution
of data from controlled experiments XS are most likely to be different from
real usage data XT . In this case, some amount of labeled data are required
in DT to induce a prediction model fT (·) for solving TT . The objective of the
inductive transfer learning is to utilize labeled or unlabeled data XS from
DS to improve the prediction performance of fT (·) in solving TT . Many TL
approaches applied to machine prognosis are examples of inductive TL. Sev-
eral parameter transfer techniques [161, 149, 159, 153] based on deep neural
networks (DNN) have been applied for machine prognostics; DNNs are first
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trained with the source data {xS, yS} and then fine-tuned with (usually a rel-
atively small amount of) labeled target data {xT , yT } to solve task TT . This ap-
proach requires labeled samples from both domains and cannot be conducted
before Phase D.

Transductive TL can be conducted when labels yT of testing samples are
not available. Transductive TL aims at utilizing unlabelled testing data XT

for improving the learning of the target prediction function fT (·) in DT , using
the knowledge in DS and TS. It makes sense to perform transductive TL when
DS 6= DT . This implies that the marginal distributions of the source and tar-
get data are different, i.e. P(XS) 6= P(XT ), or the source and target data reside
in different feature spaces, i.e. �S 6= �T . The objective, in this case, is very sim-
ilar to feature representation transfer or domain adaptation: finding a latent
feature space that has predictive quality in solving TT while the discrepancy
between the marginal distributions of samples from the two domains is re-
duced.

A suitable technique for transductive TL is domain adaptation or feature-
representation TL. It aims at discovering meaningful common structures be-
tween the source and the target domain, finding transformations �(·) that
project XS and XT into a common latent feature space ��, which has predic-
tive qualities for solving TT . At the same time is the difference in the marginal
distribution between the source and the target domain in the latent feature
space �� reduced. The maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) [50] is a pop-
ular metric for estimating the discrepancy between distributions in domain
adaptation methods. Transfer component analysis (TCA) [107] finds compo-
nents across domains based on MMD such that, in the subspace found, data
distributions of the two domains are closer and data properties still perse-
vered. Correlation alignment (CORAL), proposed by Sun et al. [130], aligns
the second-order statistics of source and target distributions to minimize the
domain shift. Structural correspondence learning (SCL) [9] learns a common
feature representation that is meaningful across the source and the target do-
mains. Another emerging approach is based on using domain adversarial
neural networks (DANN) [2, 44] for domain adaptation. Augmented with a
gradient reversal layer that backpropagates gradient from a domain classifier,
the DANN is designed to train (deep) neural networks to extract domain-
invariant features that also contain predictive quality for the learning task
on the source domain. Domain adaptation has a strong similarity to feature
representation based TL [106, 107, 9, 35, 130, 160], which is one of the four
general types of TL summarized in [108]. The other three types are instance
based [20, 59, 66, 132, 133], parameter-based [102, 165, 159], and relational
knowledge-based [100, 101] TL.
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2.3 Fleet based Approaches for Fault Detection and
Prognostics

Knowledge profiles of nominal operating behaviors can be built up from a
fleet of units that share similar characteristics, e.g. physical-specifications,
tasks, and environmental operating conditions, etc.

In general, a fleet is a group of ships operating together and the term can
be applied to any kind of vehicle or equipment, e.g. buses, airplanes, and pro-
duction line apparatus, etc. Usually, a fleet of equipment shares some char-
acteristics, e.g. model, specifications, objective or usage, etc. Work [112] by
Peysson et al. mentioned the health of a complex system depends on three
factors: i) mission that defines the system over a period of time; ii) the envi-
ronment that represents the area where the mission is performed; iii) the pro-
cess that is necessary to accomplish the mission. Based on the context given,
i.e., units/samples with similarity in one or more factors mentioned above, it
is reasonable to categorize any fleet into one of the three types [95]: a) Fleet
consists of identical units, b) Fleet consists of similar units and c) Fleet con-
sists of heterogeneous units.

Our pilot study on the Kungsbacka fleet falls into the second category,
i.e. the majority of the Volvo buses in the fleet are of the same model (Volvo
8500) and were manufactured in the same year, however, about 25% of them
are of different year models. Furthermore, these buses have similar usage pat-
terns and transportation tasks: they operate in the city and intercity areas with
planned regular routes. Therefore, behavior profiles of subsystems or equip-
ment can be built on the fleet level and fault detection can be performed fleet
wise. Using the majority of a fleet within the same time period to determine
nominal behavior is also robust against dynamic environments, e.g. varying
ambient conditions and seasonal changes.

For fleets consisting of identical or similar units: Patrick et al., in their
work [110], have addressed the problem that the use of empirical condition
indicators is not fully understood at the fleet-wide level. Wang et al. in their
work [147] presented a method estimating RUL of the equipment based on a
library of degradation patterns, built up by multiple units of the same type. A
similar idea of “wisdom of the crowd” was suggested by Lapira in his work
[75] on fault detection for fleets of similar machines, wind turbines, and man-
ufacturing robots, that perform similar tasks and operate under similar exter-
nal conditions. For example, wind turbines, with similar operation tasks and
external conditions, are grouped into ‘peer-clusters’ and a poorly performing
one that deviates from the majority can be identified.

For fleet containing heterogeneous units, in a series of work [112, 85, 95,
139, 94] by Leger et al., fleet-wide approaches are proposed to improve the
performance of prognosis and diagnosis, in which they defined “sub-fleet”
as by grouping a set of units with similar characteristics and utilized histori-
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cal data of a sub-fleet to build up a degradation (or a machine learning) model
for each equipment [112]. Work [94] by Medina et al. presented a knowledge
structuring scheme of fleets based on a proposed ontology model for diag-
nostics in the marine domain, in which sub-fleet are characterized based on
contextual information and can be retrieved for predictive diagnosis. Several
works [88, 98, 3, 67, 49, 69] aiming at selecting a sub-fleet, based on cluster-
ing or measuring similarities between units, out of all samples available in
the objective of transferring fault patterns and deterioration path. The gen-
eral idea is, for any sample, to find a corresponding sub-fleet, units with most
similar behavior in the heterogeneous fleet, for building up a degradation
or machine learning model, for fault detection, diagnosis or prognosis. One
common step for selecting a sub-fleet is to measure the distance between sam-
ples, in many cases, comparing high-dimensional time series data. Several
works [98, 17, 115, 32] proposed to compute the distance in a model space.
Work [74] by Lapira performed a two-step approach based on global and lo-
cal clustering.

2.4 Representation Learning and Deviation
Detection in Model Space

It is well understood that the performance of machine learning methods heav-
ily depends on the choice of data representation. The most common way is
to incorporate domain-specific knowledge for designing representations to-
wards different objectives. Bengio [8] et al., mention that a good representa-
tion captures the posterior distribution of the underlying explanatory factors
for the input, and it is also useful as input to a supervised predictor. Being
able to learn representations that capture interesting and useful features from
data will further automate the process of machine learning.

Deep learning architectures, e.g. deep neural networks, recurrent neu-
ral networks, convolutional neural networks, and deep belief networks, are
widely applied and have had a strong impact in many fields, e.g. image anal-
ysis, speech recognition, and natural language processing, etc. For example,
one of the core ideas of deep learning is to use a large number of layers with
various types of neurons to learn interesting features of data [124]. Deep Neu-
ral Networks with convolutional layers [83, 26, 73] are very popular in image
recognition since they capture and inherit spacial relationship between pixels
through layers as well as retaining a hierarchy of input image features. Deep
neural networks can be pre-trained based on using unlabelled data in an un-
supervised manner and fine-tuned using a supervised indicator [57, 157]. Pre-
training algorithms, e.g. [120], can improve the performance of deep neural
networks as well as allow the networks to learn a better generative model.
Methods using deep learning can autonomously extract useful features and
learn good representations for the prediction task [124, 24, 6, 84]. A major
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reason for performing representation learning with deep neural networks is
to replace the conventional hand-crafted features with representations gener-
ated by using unsupervised or semi-supervised learning algorithms [129].

Extracting features manually, e.g. time, frequency or time-frequency do-
main features, is an essential part of most data-driven fault diagnosis meth-
ods that build on conventional machine learning methods [166, 34], e.g. ran-
dom forest and support vector machine, etc. In recent years, deep learning
was applied to extract representative and informative features for condition
monitoring with supervised learning: work [68], by Jing et al., developed
a convolutional neural network (CNN) to learn features directly from fre-
quency data of vibration signals for monitoring the condition of gearbox;
work [138], by Verstraete et al., uses CNN to extract features from time-frequency
domain of the input signal for diagnosing rolling element bearings; work
[163], by Zhao et al., proposed to use Convolutional Bi-directional Long Short-
Term Memory networks (CBLSTM) to extract features in two steps: first ex-
tract local features with CNN from the input sequential data; then, use a bi-
directional LSTM to extract temporal information.

Supervised feature extraction often only provides fine-tuned solutions for
the specific task of interest, they rarely support transferability or generaliza-
tion and requires expert knowledge and extensive intervention [99]. Features
can also be extracted automatically in an unsupervised manner. In this case,
features extracted are expected to capture information or distribution of the
underlying explanatory factors of the data, and extracted features were used
for the task of interest: work [97], by Michau et al., proposed an integrated ap-
proach for fault detection, using autoencoders for unsupervised feature learn-
ing and employed stacked Extreme Learning Machines as a one-class classi-
fication model that only uses sample data of healthy conditions for training;
work [86], by Lei et al., proposed to use sparse filtering for unsupervised fea-
ture extraction, and training a regression model on extracted features for fault
diagnosis.

A major challenge in the field of fault detection, diagnosis and prognosis
is that the future testing samples might be very different from the training
samples, e.g. the marginal or conditional distribution of data coming from
the source domain is very different from the target domain. Many studies
[96, 154, 145, 19, 151] have dedicated the effort on designing and applying
feature-representation based TL or domain adaptation methods for machine
diagnosis and prognosis, based on feature space alignment or domain ad-
versarial neural networks (DANN) [2, 44]. The general idea of DANN is to
train a deep neural network for extracting domain-invariant features that has
predictive power for the classification or regression task. DANN employs a
deep feature extractor and a label predictor, which is a conventional deep
learning architecture for performing supervised learning. The unsupervised
domain adaptation task is carried out by a domain classifier, which backprop-
agates gradients for making features domain-invariant. The trained domain-
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invariant features with data from different domains are expected to be robust
when dealing with unseen data that has a different distribution compared to
the training data.

The COSMO method detects deviations based on compressed represen-
tations of the on-board streaming data. Representations employed are ex-
pected to capture interesting characteristics and distribution of explanatory
factors from the data. If any fault is related to one or a set of characteristics
encoded in the learned representation, with a suitable distance measure be-
tween these representations, the COSMO method is expected to detect this
fault. The COSMO method detects deviations in the model space based on
learned representation parameters from sensor data in an unsupervised man-
ner. Work [53] done by Harirchi et al. proposed to use a polynomial state-
space model for detecting faults. COSMO is similar in concept to the cogni-
tive fault detection approach by Alippi et al. [4, 5], who use linear models that
express relationships between signals, and Chen et al. [17, 115, 16], who use
nonlinear models. A distinction between our work and most of the others in
fault detection is that we consider the system variability, i.e. our study work
with a group of similar but not identical systems.





Chapter 3
Methodology

The Consensus Self-Organised Models (COSMO) method is based on three
steps: i) encode and capture characteristics of the signal with predetermined
data representations; ii) measure distances between individual units within
a given crowd, i.e., a peer group, based on a metric, resulting in a matrix
with pairwise distances; iii) find deviations with a “wisdom of the crowd”
approach, e.g., for each unit, compute the deviation level and the distance to
peers feature from the group.

3.1 Data Representations
The Consensus Self-Organised Models method encodes sensor data into mod-
els, i.e., data representations, and detect deviations in the model space. The
term “Self-Organised” emphasizes that the model or the data representation
can capture characteristics of the signal without external supervision or a
teaching signal. For example, Autoencoders, density estimators, and PCA are
Self-Organised models. Different data representations are capable of captur-
ing different characteristics of the signal or the system that is being moni-
tored, e.g., density estimator such as histograms can encode the spread of
signals but disregard temporal information while derivatives of the signal
capture the change rate but omit information regarding the spread. An illus-
tration of the sensor network is provided in Figure 3.1, time-series data are
collected with sensors and transmitted over the sensor network. Sensor data
uit of equipment i, collected over the time period of t, is encoded into data
representation wit.

In this section, data representations employed are introduced: generic data
representations including 1a) Histogram, density estimator, and 1b) the Echo
State Network (ESN), a special type of recurrent neural network that can cap-
ture temporal information of the signal, are explained. Corresponding metrics
for measuring pairwise distances between samples are also described. 2) The
expert knowledge-driven model introduced in this thesis, features, proposed

29
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Figure 3.1: Listening to sensor network and computing data representation

by the expert, for finding faults in the vehicle air system (air compressor faults
in particular).

Histograms

A histogram is an estimate of the probability distribution of the signal. Creat-
ing a histogram is straightforward; it is robust against outliers, easy to com-
pute, and easy to implement in onboard hardware. The parameters required
to construct a histogram are the range of variables and the number of bins
that divide the whole range into a series of intervals. In practice, both of them
can be set based on the property of the sensor and signal as specified when
producing the vehicle.

Echo State Network

Echo State Networks (ESNs) are employed for the reservoir computing mod-
els to represent the signal. The general structure of a reservoir computing
model is shown in Figure 3.2. The internal reservoir units, x(t), are leaky in-
tegrator neurons with a discrete state update equation

x(t+ 1) = (1 - ↵)x(t) + ↵f [Wxxx(t) + Wuxu(t)] (3.1)

where u(t) denotes the input vector at time t; ↵ is the leaking rate; f[·] =
tanh[·] is the hyperbolic tangent function; Wxx is the weight matrix of the
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internal reservoir units; and Wux is the weight matrix connecting the input to
the reservoir.

The scaling of the input weight matrix Wux is important to optimize an
ESN. This is controlled by a parameter � that scales the input weight matrix
to �Wux. Similarly, the reservoir weights are rescaled such that the resulting
system is stable but still exhibits rich dynamics. This is attained by making its
spectral radius ⇢(Wxx) < 1. Usually, this rescaling influences the performance
and, thus, is tuned to give the best results on a validation set. Neither � nor
⇢(Wxx) require fine tuning.

The leaking rate ↵ 2 [0, 1] influences the dynamics of the reservoir, even-
tually matching better the dynamics of the input signal or of the task. Low
leaking rates yield reservoirs with a longer memory.

The output is computed as:

y(t+ 1) = g [Wxyx(t+ 1)] , (3.2)

where g[·] denotes the identity function (we introduce it here for convenience
later) and the only trainable weight matrix is Wxy. This weight matrix can also
include direct input to output connections, or feedback connections between
the output units, as indicated in Fig. 3.2. The weight matrix is optimized using
ridge regression:

Wxy = (X>X + �I)-1X>Ŷ. (3.3)

The matrix X is of size T ⇥ (R+ 1); it is a row-wise concatenation of reservoir
states x(1), . . . , x(T), where there are R number of reservoir units (the extra 1
is for the bias). Ŷ is composed of the row-wise collection of the corresponding

input

u

reservoir

x

output

y

Figure 3.2: Echo State Network/Reservoir Computing (RC) network. The reservoir
is a non-linear dynamical system usually composed of recurrent sigmoid units. Solid
lines represent fixed, randomly generated connections, while dashed lines represent
trainable or adaptive weights.
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desired outputs ŷ(t). T is the total number of training samples and the initial
state is x(0) = 0. The regularisation parameter � is set by cross-validation (it
is not tuned for each model).

After the generation of X, a process called warm-up drop is employed to get
rid of undesired initial transients in the reservoir. This is done by dropping
some of the first samples of X and using the resulting matrix in equation (3.3).
Training ESNs are explained in detail by Jaeger [62].

The ESN is driven by a one-dimensional signal u(t), where the desired
output y(t) is u(t+�); the ESN is trained to perform a �-steps ahead predic-
tion. For each given period containing sensor data, such as a day, and for each
bus, an ESN is trained with the signal u(t) available in the respective period.
The overall process is thus unsupervised since only sensor data u(t) is used
during training, i.e. no external teaching signal is used.

Chen et al. [17] employ a constrained version of ESN, introduced by Ro-
dan and Tiňo [117]. This ESN model is a cycle reservoir with jumps (CRJ)
where all cycle connections have the same value and the jump connections
have the same value, i.e. there are only two weight values between units in
the reservoir. This CRJ model is a lot less complex than the fully connected
ESN and has been shown to outperform the latter on several time series tasks
[117].

Expert Features

The expert features presented in this thesis are based on the study cases of
vehicle air system problems. To detect air compressor failures, Fogelstrom
[39] considers the pressure signal within one air tank and proposes several
features (e.g. charging rate or maximum pressure) as indicators of a possible
problem. He suggests defining a reference model that captures the expected
behavior of the system and measures the deviations between observed fea-
tures and this reference. For example, the air charging rate is considered to
be an indicator of how good a compressor’s efficiency is. In the patent, he
describes a controlled experiment for checking the charging rate of a com-
pressor and how to compare the observed charging rate with the reference. If
the observation is better than the reference, the sample is considered healthy.
If the observed rate is below the reference, the sample is considered faulty. We
are using the Wet Tank Air Pressure signal to detect air system related faults.
The wet tank supplies pressurized air into the system to drive other equip-
ment, e.g. brakes, gearboxes, and doors, etc. When the air pressure is low,
the compressor starts to charge the air into the wet tank and this air pressure
is maintained at a certain range during vehicle operations. Figure 3.3 shows
the Wet Tank Air Pressure (WTAP) signal of one vehicle during regular op-
eration. The pressure signal consists of a charging period (marked with red
points) and a discharging period (marked with blue points). The pressure is
expected to lie between cut-in and cut-out limits.
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Figure 3.3: The WTAP signal. Red points correspond to charging periods and blue
points correspond to discharging periods. The right panel shows features that can be
extracted from a charging cycle.

Six features were extracted from the Wet Tank Air Pressure (shown in figure
3.3 right): charging rate, maximum and minimum pressure, charging dura-
tion, pressure increase, and average engine speed during the charging period.
These features can be considered to be descriptors of the behavior of the com-
pressor during the charging period and thus should be relevant for detecting
faults. Fogelstrom suggests that different feature sets are useful for detecting
different types of faults. Here we focus on the compressor failure.

In paper [28] we presented different ways of incorporating expert features
into the COSMO method, e.g., compute models based on expert features ex-
tracted from the signal, and its effects are presented and analyzed.

3.2 The Construction of the Crowd
A crowd ', i.e., a peer group comprised of similar individuals, can be con-
structed in different ways, depending on the CM application. In this work,
three types of methods for constructing the crowd were proposed to address
the following concern: i) crowd that conforms to local homogeneity, over a
subspace, on a single relevant factor; ii) crowd that has a comprehensive cov-
erage on all nominal or healthy samples; iii) adaptive crowd with active ex-
pert feedback on queried samples.

The first type of crowd construction method assumes local homogeneity
of samples within the subspace of one or a set of parameter �, based on a
window over a predefined interval �(·). The crowd ' for unit xu, with local
homogeneity in �(·), is generated as follows:

'
�(·)
� (xu) =

[

xi2Xu

[

j2�(·)

xi(j) (3.4)

In the bus fleet CM application, the air system of a city bus fleet was mon-
itored over time and, in reality, ambient conditions change w.r.t. time, e.g.,
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seasonal changes in the environment temperature. Therefore, we assume that
sample observations of each bus collected around the same period, a win-
dow with an interval of 7-days, should form a peer group since these buses
operate in an environment with similar ambient conditions and their route
(task) are the same. Therefore, the crowd for each unit is computed with
'

[T-6,T ]
T (xu(T)) =

Sn
i=1

ST
t=T-6

xi(t), where n is the number of buses avail-
able in the fleet over the period of [T - 6, T ]. Since the data is streamed in
real-time, the crowd of each vehicle at time T is updated with a time window,
including observations regular operation in the last 7 days of each vehicle
from the fleet. In the application of detecting cracks in the metal board, a set
of echo-signals were measured at different locations on a metal board. If a
region S(·) on the board is crack-free and of the same structure locally, then
echo-signals collected within this region shall form a peer group. The crowd
for an echo-signal collected at location s is computed with '

S(·)
S (xu(s)) =S

s2S(·) xi(s). Unsupervised deviation detection with the proposed crowd se-
lection method was performed in both applications for CM, without the pres-
ence of labeled training data.

The second type of crowd construction method is conducted in a collec-
tive manner. The crowd shall be comprehensive, e.g., containing samples of
most typical or healthy behaviors amongst data available (i.e. both training
and testing samples). For an existing domain S, the crowd ' should contain
all healthy samples HS, drawn from data XS in the domain S. Whenever any
new equipment or a fleet of new equipment is deployed to a new domain
T , samples with healthy behavior HT in that domain might have a different
marginal distribution compared to the marginal distribution of HS. Therefore,
in this case, HT shall be merged with HS to maintain the comprehensiveness
of the crowd, i.e., ' = HS [HT . The general idea here is to build a crowd that
provides a comprehensive variation/coverage of healthy samples. For any
testing sample, distance or the degree of deviation can be computed based
on a “sub-fleet” (similar concept can be found in [88, 98, 94]) drawn from this
crowd with comprehensive healthy samples. To achieve this, a mechanism
of continuously finding healthy behavior from the new data set is required.
As an example, in the case study on performing prognosis for a fleet of tur-
bofan engines, there are four subsets of engines with different numbers of
operating conditions and faults. The most simple case, i.e. the first subset X1,
includes engines with one single operating conditions and one fault; whereas
the fourth subset X4 contains engines with six operating conditions and two
faults. Assuming that X1, the simplest case, corresponds to the data from lab-
oratory experiments and X4 as data from real-world application, the crowd
should be updated with collecting samples of healthy behavior H4 from X4

and merging it with healthy samples H1 from X1, i.e. ' = H1 [ H4.
The third type of crowd selection method utilizes feedback from domain

experts on whether queried deviating samples are anomalies of interest (cor-
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rectly identified deviations) or healthy samples with atypical usage. Samples
queried, and labels were assigned with different importance, i.e., weights, in
influencing the model for deviation detection, in adjusting model parameters
computed based on the crowd. More details are available in paper VI.

3.3 Measuring Distance between Samples
A metric is required for computing the distance between units within the
crowd. The pairwise distance between sample i and j, can be computed with

dij = fd(wi,wj) (3.5)

where fd(·) is the function for measuring the distance and wk is the data
representation of the unit k. For a given crowd ' of n number of samples,
pairwise distance is computed between all samples, resulting in a symmetric
matrix:

D =

0

BBB@

d11 d12 · · · d1n

d21 d22 · · · d2n

...
...

. . .
...

dn1 dn2 · · · dnn

1

CCCA (3.6)

where elements on the primary diagonal are equal to zero, i.e. distances dij =
dij.

Distance between histograms

We use normalized histograms, i.e. histograms where the bin values sum to
one. The distance between histograms is measured with the Hellinger dis-
tance:

h(k, l) =
1

p
2

vuut
MX

i=1

(
p

ki -
p
li)2 (3.7)

where k and l are normalized histograms with M bins.
Hellinger distance is commonly used to quantify the similarity between

two probability distributions. There are many metrics to measure the dis-
tance between histograms, see [14] for a review. We have also tested several
other distance measures, including Euclidean, Chebyshev, Sørensen, Cosine
and the Earth Mover Distance. Euclidean, Chebyshev and Sørensen distances
come from the Lp Minkowski family. The Euclidean distance is the straight-
line distance between two points in L2 space whereas the Chebyshev distance
measures the distance assuming only the most significant dimension is rele-
vant. The Sørensen distance measures the sum of the absolute difference of
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two vectors on each dimension. The Cosine distance measures the angle be-
tween two vectors and is often called the angular metric. The Earth Mover
distance measures the minimum cost of turning one probability distribution
into the other. We have concluded that they all perform in a very similar way
and decided to use Hellinger distance because it is computationally efficient
as well as handles empty bins very well.

We use both histograms of the signal ui(t) and of the signal changes
�ui(t) = ui(t) - ui(t - 1), in order to capture some of the signal dynam-
ics. The information from these can be fused in different ways.

One way is to create two-dimensional histograms. Another way is to treat
the signal and signal change as independent and compute a total distance
with, for example, a p-norm:

htot(k, l) = [h(ku, lu)p + h(k�u, l�u)
p]1/p (3.8)

Here ku (and lu) refers to the normalized histogram of the signal, and k�u

(and l�u) refers to the normalised histogram of the signal changes. Using a p-
norm requires that the two distances h(ku, lu) and h(k�u, l�u) are of similar
scale, or else the larger of them will dominate the combined distance.

A third alternative to combine the two is to calculate the deviation level
(see equation 3.14) for the signal (✏u) and signal changes (✏�u) separately,
and then combine those deviation levels instead (using, for example, p-norm
again):

k✏kp = [✏u
p + ✏�u

p]1/p (3.9)

In particular, by setting p ! 1, we obtain:

k✏k1 = max(✏u, ✏�u), (3.10)

which corresponds to a “worst case” approach, i.e., to always use the more
severe deviation level. This makes sense if the two models react to different
types of faults.

Distances between ESNs

Inspired by the work of Chen et al. [17], we use the L2 norm to measure the
distance between two trained ESNs (or CRJs). Two versions are employed:
one based on Monte Carlo sampling in the state space and one based on an
analytical approximation. The two ESNs are denoted by g1 and g2 and the L2

distance is defined as

L2(g1,g2) =

Z
kg1(x)- g2(x)k2⌦(x)dx

�1/2

(3.11)

where the density ⌦(x) is over the states x. The Monte Carlo based distance
is computed by sampling kg1(x)-g2(x)k2 over the state space. The analytical
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distance is computed by assuming a uniform ⌦(x) over the state space, which
gives [17]

L2(g1,g2) /

2

4
X

j

w2

0,j +
1

3

X

i,j

w2

i,j

3

5
1/2

, (3.12)

where w0,j denotes the difference between bias weights in the matrix Wxy for
the two models g1 and g2, and wi,j denotes the difference in weights from
reservoir units in the matrix Wxy for the two models.

The Monte Carlo sampling is conducted as follows. The reservoir states
x(t) using two different input sequences result in different sequences of states
in the reservoir space. This means that g1 and g2 are trained using different
X matrices. We denote them by X1 and X2, respectively. Random states are
sampled from them, half from X1 and half from X2, and then used in the
computation of L2(g1,g2). The time order of the states is ignored.

Computing the analytical distance between reservoir models only requires
output weights from trained ESNs. The representation used for computing
the analytical distance is memory-efficient and calculating the analytical dis-
tance is not computationally intensive. However, the analytical distance is
computed based on the assumption that all states of the neurons are uni-
formly distributed. Not all trained ESNs fulfill this assumption. As an alter-
native, the Monte-Carlo distance is computed based on sampling all states
that are actually visited. For time-series data collected from a long process,
computing the Monte-Carlo distance requires large memory, for storing the
states, and can be computationally intensive.

Distance between histograms of expert features

The expert knowledge for detecting compressor faults includes several fea-
tures that can be extracted from the run-time of a compressor. In work [30]
we proposed to extract instances of these features from long-term compres-
sor operations and used normalized histograms as the data representation to
capture the probability density function of these features. Distances between
histograms are measured with the Hellinger distance (see equation 3.8).

3.4 Compute Deviation Level
Deviations are detected based on the most central pattern method (MCP) de-
scribed in [118], where several methods for estimating this deviation level
(the p-value) are compared. The MCP algorithm is built on the observation
that is most central among the group, i.e., the sum of distances to other sam-
ples is the smallest, which corresponds to the row in distance matrix D with
minimum row sum. The most central model reflects the normal behavior of the
group and is denoted by c.
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The set of distances from this central sample c to the other samples m is
then used as an empirical distribution. The z-score of sample m is then esti-
mated as the number of samples in the empirical distribution that is further
away from the most central pattern c:

z(m) =
|{i = 1, ...,N : di,c > dm,c}|

N
. (3.13)

where | · | denotes the cardinality of the set. The null hypothesis is that all
samples are drawn from the same distribution, in which case the z-scores
should be uniformly distributed between zero and one. This hypothesis is
tested by comparing the average z-score over a certain period with the value
expected from a uniform distribution.

We compute the p-value, i.e., deviation level, for the mean using a one-
sided test, since we are interested in samples that lie at the edge of the dis-
tribution, i.e., when the z-score is small. The deviation level is essentially a
measure of how likely it is that each sample is constantly deviating from the
most central sample of the group. It is important to keep track of models so
that models relating to one vehicle are kept separate from the fleet when that
vehicle is tested. The negative logarithm of the one-sided p-value is used as
the deviation level ✏:

✏(z̄) = - log
10


�

✓
z̄- 0.5

�n

◆�
, (3.14)

where �(·) is the normal cumulative distribution function, z̄ is the average of
the z-scores, �n = (12n)-1/2, and n is the number of valid days during the
30 day period (i.e. the number of samples that were used when computing
z̄). We use the average z-score over 30 days in this study, but this period can
be different, depending on the task. Alternatively, non-parametric statistical
methods for comparing the two distributions, such as Kolmogorov-Smirnov
or Chi-squared test, could also be used for computing the p-value.

The way of how the COSMO method computes the deviation level is sim-
ilar to Conformal Anomaly Detection (CAD) [79, 80], presented by Laxham-
mar and inspired by [43]. The CAD is based on the framework of Conformal
Prediction [126], which estimates how much a new sample deviates from a
training set and whether the suspicion is aroused that this new sample was
generated by a different mechanism. The CAD can be viewed from the per-
spective of statistical hypothesis testing, where the null hypothesis is that the
new testing sample and the training set are independent and identically dis-
tributed, tested at a certain significance level.

3.5 Compute Distance to Peers
Given a Crowd ', i.e., a reference group comprised of similar individuals xu,
three different ways for measuring the distance to the peers can be computed:
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average distance to the k nearest neighbors in the crowd (kNN), median dis-
tance to the k nearest neighbors in the crowd (m-kNN), and distance to the
most central pattern (MCP) in the crowd. Rögnvaldsson et al. [118] showed
that the MCP method works fine for unimodal distributions, but that complex
distribution (e.g., multimodal) requires something like a kNN distance.

The proposed distance to the peers feature ⇥u for sample xu is a vector
with the same dimensionality:

⇥u = { ✓ju | j = 1, 2, ..., |�|}

Where ✓ju captures the difference in the j-th feature between sample xu and
samples in the reference group ', and |�| is the dimensionality of the feature
space �, in which sample xu resides.

The first step in computing ✓ju is to compute the distance between sample
xu and all samples in the reference group ':

�j(xu,') =

|'|[

i=1

� (xju,'j
i) (3.15)

where 'j
i is the j-th feature of the i-th sample in the reference group ', |'| is

the number of samples in ', and �(xju,'j
i) is the distance, selected based on

the data-representation aforementioned in subsection 3.3, between xu and 'i

on the j-th feature.
For computing the kNN and the m-kNN distance, the second step is to

select the k smallest values within �j(xu,'):

�j
(-k)(·) =

�
� |

���j(·) \ [0, �]
�� 6 k, 8� 2 �j(·)

 
(3.16)

Where |·| is the set cardinality and �j
-k(·) contains absolute-value norms of

the jth feature between sample xu to its k-nearest neighbors in the refer-
ence group '. Afterwards, the median to the k-nearest neighbors distance
(m-kNN), which corresponds to the j-th feature of xu, can be computed and
selected as ✓ju:

✓ju(xu,',k) = median(�j
(-k)(xu,')) (3.17)

where k is the number of nearest neighbors selected for computing ✓ju,t. The
average distance to the k nearest neighbors in the reference group (kNN) is
computed with 1

k

P
�2�j

(-k)(·)
�j

(-k)(·). To ensure that the kNN distances are
computed based mostly on samples that come from the same operating con-
ditions, the following condition needs to be satisfied:

k 6 |'|

|⌦oc|
(3.18)
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where |'| is the number of samples within the reference group and |⌦oc| is an
estimate of the number of different operating conditions in the data. From the
data point of view, |⌦oc| is equivalent and related to the number of distinct
clusters in X. There are various methods for estimating the number of clusters.
One approach is to compute eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix of X and use
Eigengap heuristic [140] to estimate the optimal number of clusters, which is
usually given by the value that maximizes the difference between consecutive
eigenvalues, i.e. eigengap.

The distance to the most central pattern (MCP) for sample xu is computed
with � (xju, cj), where c is the most central pattern of the Crowd ' (see sub-
section 3.4).

3.6 Evaluating COSMO Method in Detecting Faults
and Predicting Component Failures

This study employed an unsupervised deviation detection method (COSMO)
for condition monitoring, e.g., detecting faults and perform prognostics for
fleets of equipment, and proposed two approaches to evaluate the type of
tasks we performed for prognosis, i.e., predicting RUL or whether any fault
or failure would occur in a certain time frame.

3.6.1 Evaluation for Detecting Faults and Predicting Failures

In the case study on a commercial fleet of city buses, we focus on air compres-
sors failures, which is one of the more problematic components for the fleet we
are monitoring. The objective is to be able to predict, some time in advance,
when the compressor is going to fail. It is an expensive component that does
not break often. However, when it does, the vehicle is inoperable and needs to
be towed for repair. Therefore, there is a strong incentive to replace it before
it fails completely, but only if the failure is imminent.

We do not have access to the ground truth concerning the actual state,
e.g., health condition, of the compressor, neither when it is in operation, nor
after it has been replaced. There are no particularly good lifetime prediction
models available for this component since the actual wear it experiences de-
pends heavily on external conditions and specific usage patterns. It is known
that there are several failure modes and that the early symptoms they exhibit
can be very different. Instead, we need to rely on the information about re-
pair actions that have been performed on the fleet. Replacing the compressor
occurs in three situations: first, when the compressor fails, so that the vehi-
cle is inoperable and towed to the workshop for repair; second, when the
workshop personnel determines that the compressor is not functioning satis-
factorily and decides to replace it, usually based on subjective assessment of
the technicians as well as an off-board diagnostic test; third, there is a high
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probability of failure in the near future based on the diagnostic test. The test
checks the time needed for the compressor to fully charge an air tank. The
exact outcome of this test is not recorded in the VSR database, and the results
leave room for interpretation. The first case is an example of “run to failure”,
while the latter one involves preventive maintenance based on workshop per-
sonnel judgment, making it impossible to know the true remaining useful life
of the component.

Categorisation of air system related problems

There is a significant difference between a verified failure and a workshop
decision, which is why we introduce two fault categories: Compressor Failure
(CF) and Compressor Replacement in Workshop (CRiW).

There are several other faults that can manifest themselves in a similar
way. The third category is repairs related to congested air pipes, congested hoses,
malfunctioning regulator, and malfunctioning dryer (PHRD), which can all sig-
nificantly affect the airflow. The fourth category contains operations related
to gearbox and air brakes (GBAB) since those two systems are powered by air,
but there can be other reasons for their malfunction. The fifth category is the
repairs of air leaks (ALKS). Air leaks can be of varying severity, and they can
appear in many places on the bus, e.g., air bellows, pipes, and doors, etc.
These five categories represent different types of problems, for only one of
them, Compressor Failure, do we know for sure that a compressor breakdown
is actually present. All the other faults depend on judgment and assessment
from technicians, and at the very least, their severity is unknown.

All those categories are important for the evaluation of the COSMO method
in detecting air system-related problems. The ✏v(t) values are a measure of
abnormality of vehicle v at time t, and our goal is to evaluate how good of an
indication of health status they are. However, those deviations are not tied to
any single fault and can be explained by different repair actions. We evaluate
how well the set of deviation level samples ✏v(t), specifically the Posv and
Negv subsets, match the reference data, i.e., repair events.

Labelling real data with multiple fault categories

The objective of our method is to observe deviations that occur before fail-
ures. As explained above, we necessarily assume that the time of the failure
corresponds to the time of the repair. Ideally, the deviations should be de-
tected early enough so that maintenance service, e.g., inspection or repair,
can be scheduled to deal with it. For simplicity, we assume that this period of
interest is constant, and refer to it as the prediction horizon (PH). For a repair
action ↵ performed on vehicle v at time ⌧, we define the set of samples that
should be faulty as:

Fv(↵) = {✏v(t) : ⌧- PH 6 t 6 ⌧}. (3.19)
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Figure 3.4: Labelling of ✏v(t) samples in relation to repair actions.

Furthermore, we denote by FC the set of all faulty samples for repairs from
category C, by F⇤ the set of all samples that should be faulty over all cate-
gories, and by H⇤ the set of samples that should be healthy, i.e.:

FCv =
[

↵2C

Fv(↵) F⇤
v =

[

C

FCv H⇤
v = F⇤

v (3.20)

Observe that expected healthy observations are “shared” between all fault
categories since they correspond to times when a vehicle is believed to be op-
erating without any problem. Faulty observations, on the other hand, are as-
signed to specific fault categories, depending on particular repairs that were
performed.

Given these definitions, the elements in the confusion matrix (i.e. true pos-
itives, false positives, true negatives and false negatives, as shown conceptu-
ally in Figure 3.4) is defined as:

TPC(✓) =
X

v

|Posv(✓) \ FCv | FP(✓) =
X

v

|Posv(✓) \ H⇤
v|

TN(✓) =
X

v

|Negv(✓) \ H⇤
v| FNC(✓) =

X

v

|Negv(✓) \ FCv |. (3.21)

Performance indicator

By varying the threshold ✓ we can map out the Receiver Operating Charac-
teristic (ROC) curve, which is the relationship between the true positive rate
(TPR) and the false positive rate (FPR):

TPRC(✓) =
TPC(✓)

TPC(✓) + FNC(✓)
FPR(✓) =

FP(✓)
FP(✓) + TN(✓)

(3.22)
Note that FPR is independent of the fault categories and depends only on the
threshold ✓, whereas TPR depends on both ✓ and on the chosen fault category
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C. When evaluating the result, we use the area under the ROC curve (AUC)
as a quality measure. The time receiver operating characteristic (TROC) curve
[152] introduced by Ya et al. also takes account of the time-series nature of the
data to assess the performance of diagnosis systems.

3.6.2 Evaluation for Predicting RUL

Common evaluation metrics used when predicting RUL is the root mean
square error (RMSE), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), or relative ac-
curacy (RA). A widely used prognostics metrics are mentioned and explained
in the survey by Saxena et al. [122].

The proposed TL approach was designed to handle various new operat-
ing conditions and new deterioration progressions affected by unseen faults.
As is mentioned in paper V, our approach shall provide a robust prediction
on RUL that reflects the health condition of the equipment (ideally) during
the deterioration period, after a fault has occurred. Therefore, in this study,
the evaluation shall follow three criteria: i) the evaluation shall include multi-
ple consecutive cycles of each testing trajectory, rather than only focus on the
last cycle so that a more comprehensive coverage on samples with various
operating conditions is ensured; ii) the evaluation metric shall weight sam-
ples closer to EOL with greater importance: industrial systems are often not
allowed to fail, and therefore prediction near failure samples is of greater in-
terest; iii) the evaluation shall not overwhelm errors occur closer to EOL with
errors from cycles during which the equipment is in healthy condition. We
use MAPE [22], which was applied for evaluation by Rigamonti et al. [116].
The MAPE of a unit u is computed in the following way (with floating-point
representation):

MAPE(u) =
1

l(u)

l(u)X

t=1

����
y(u, t)- ŷ(u, t)

y(u, t)

���� (3.23)

Here l(u) is the time interval the average is computed over for engine unit
u, y(u, t) is the true remaining useful life at time t and ŷ(u, t) is the es-
timated RUL at time t of u. The MAPE for N engines is computed with:
1

N

PN
u=1

MAPE(u). The MAPE evaluates RUL predictions on a given trajec-
tory and penalizes errors more when they occur close to EOL. In contrast,
the RMSE weights all samples equally, regardless of how much RUL it is left.
When computing MAPE and RMSE, we only include the degradation pe-
riod, i.e., the RUL plateau period is ignored (the constant section in the target
value).





Chapter 4
Contribution

4.1 Paper I
Title: Evaluation of Self-Organized Approach for Predicting Compressor Faults
in a City Bus Fleet
Purpose: Evaluate the performance of the COSMO method in detecting faults
and predicting component failures for bus air systems with a systematic met-
ric, using data collected from regular operations.
Summary: We proposed a labeling method that is based on the reference
knowledge, i.e., repair event and assessment of the equipment within the
VSR, was proposed to annotate the condition of vehicle air system operations.
A particular challenge we are facing is the complexity and uncertainty of the
information contained within VSR, i.e., there are different types of faults re-
lated to the air system, some of the information is subjective, relying on a
workshop technician’s observation and the time of repair events is not al-
ways accurate. This is because the VSR was primarily designed for invoicing,
i.e. to keep track of what operations had been done and their cost, rather than
the exact quality of replaced equipment and the exact time when the mainte-
nance was performed. We have grouped data on a daily basis as individual
samples and assigned them into different fault categories. The proposed la-
beling method assumes that the time of the failure corresponds to the time
of the repair since the objective is to detect deviations that occur before the
failure. Observations prior to the time of repairs are considered to be “faulty”
and were assigned to the correspondent fault category. Time periods without
any faults are considered to be “healthy” and were shared between all fault
categories. Receiver Operating Characteristic curves are computed to evalu-
ate the COSMO method in detecting different fault categories, and the AUC
is considered to be a performance indicator.
Result and findings: The proposed approach has shown that the COSMO
method is useful in predicting compressor failures by using only Wet Tank Air
Pressure, under an unsupervised scenario. The AUC of the COSMO method
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with histograms as data representation is 0.72 ± 0.16. Different types of met-
rics were compared to measure the difference between samples. It is evident
that the choice of distance measure does not have a substantial effect on the
result when predicting compressor failures.
Author contribution: Elaborating the idea, designing the method, conducting
the experiment, interpreting the result, and co-writing the manuscript.

4.2 Paper II
Title: Incorporating Expert Knowledge into a Self-Organized Approach for
Predicting Compressor Faults in a City Bus Fleet
Purpose: Study how to incorporate knowledge from domain experts on de-
tecting faults and diagnosing the air system of heavy-duty vehicles. Imple-
ment an approach based on expert knowledge and compare the performance
of the method with it.
Summary: According to a series of US patents [38, 39, 40] on how to diag-
nose the air system of heavy-duty vehicles, we have implemented an expert
knowledge-based approach and analyzed the effect of incorporating it into
the COSMO method. We have also evaluated several features, which are sug-
gested in the patent, that are useful for detecting compressor failures. We per-
formed several experiments, using both real and synthetic data, to explain
some of the non-intuitive observations.
Result and findings: The COSMO method, based purely on Wet Tank Air Pres-
sure signal without any domain knowledge nor supervision to extract useful
features, performs equally as well as the expert system. This is an important
result from a practical point of view (i.e. an unsupervised method can per-
form equally well as an expert-designed method) and cost-effective and au-
tonomous methods that work for a variety of equipment are increasingly de-
manded in the automotive industry. The final result shows that the COSMO
method augmented with expert features achieves the highest AUC in predict-
ing air compressor failures.
Author contributions: Elaborating the idea, designing the method, conduct-
ing the experiment, interpreting the result, and co-writing the manuscript.

4.3 Paper III
Title: Predicting Air Compressor Failures with Echo State Networks
Purpose: Employ echo state networks (ESNs) as a data representation for the
COSMO method; Explore variations in the reservoir structure and distance
measures for detecting deviations in the model space.
Summary: ESNs is a type of recurrent neural networks that can be computed
much faster since only weights from the reservoir states to the output were to
be trained with a linear or ridge regression. ESNs are expected to capture the
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time dynamics, i.e. temporal information, of the signal. A key feature of the
COSMO method is the ability to capture and encode various characteristics
of the signal, or sets of signals, by using different data representations. In this
paper, both histograms and ESNs were employed, and results were compared
to detect on-road failures caused by air compressor faults.
Result and findings: The result shows that both methods are sensitive to the
expected changes in characteristics of the signal and work well on simulated
data. However, to detect different types of deviations, histograms need to be
calculated over appropriate features, corresponding to the interesting charac-
teristics of the signal. In order to propose appropriate features, knowledge,
and understanding of the underlying problems or faults is required. In con-
trast, ESNs detected both types of faults, by being able to capture differences
in multiple features of the signal, without providing any additional explicit
knowledge of the relevant input features.
Author contributions: Elaborating the idea, designing the method, conduct-
ing the experiment, interpreting the result, and co-writing the manuscript.

4.4 Paper IV
Title: Evaluation of Cracks in Metallic Material using a Self-Organized Data-
driven Model of Acoustic Echo-signal
Purpose: Applying the COSMO method to Non-Destructive Testing, i.e. de-
tecting cracks in metallic materials.
Summary: This paper demonstrated the generality of the COSMO method
by applying it to another domain, i.e., Non-Destructive Testing (detect cracks
within metallic materials). In this work, a transducer was used to collect echo
waves of impulses sent at different locations on the surface of the metal board.
Echo waves signals collected at the location that is of the same geometry
structure shall be similar and can form a peer group. The spectral density of
the echo wave signal was used as the data representation and the Hellinger
distance is employed as for measuring the distance between spectral densi-
ties. The deviation level was computed for sample observations in different
regions for detecting and locating cracks.
Result and findings: Experiment results on both synthetic data and real-
world data show that the COSMO method is capable of indicating the lo-
cation of cracks within a metal board. Furthermore, the deviation level com-
puted by the COSMO method increases as the size of the crack grows pro-
gressively. This information can be used for monitoring the health condition
of metallic materials, e.g., measuring or modeling the degradation over time.
Author contributions: Proposing and elaborating the idea, help to design the
method, analyzing the data, interpreting the experiment result, and help to
improve the manuscript.
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4.5 Paper V
Title: Transfer learning for Remaining Useful Life Prediction Based on Con-
sensus Self-Organizing Models
Purpose: Investigate whether distance to the peers feature computed using
the COSMO method can be used for predicting RUL, especially under the
case that the training and the testing samples are of different populations.
Summary: Paper V has addressed the need to perform TL in adapting prog-
nostic methods to handle future data samples that may have different distri-
butions, with new faults and deterioration progressions, i.e., a target domain
that is different from the source domain. We performed feature representation
transfer for RUL prediction under the TL scenario where labeled source data
and unlabeled target data are available throughout, i.e. target labels are not
available. The proposed feature-representation based TL approach utilizes a
transferable feature that captures the distance to the peer for each sample,
computed by using the COSMO method. This feature is calculated sensor-
wise and can be considered as an indicator of how different each sub-system
of the equipment performs compared to its peers.
Result and findings: The experimental result on the NASA Turbofan Engine
Degradation Simulation Data Set shows that the proposed distance to peers
feature (m-kNN) can be used for predicting RUL and outperforms several
well-known domain adaptation methods under scenarios where the source
and the target data are not of the same population. With a comprehensive
peer group including nominal samples from both domains, COSMO feature
achieves the best performance in two out of four experiment scenarios. The
error in dealing with new operating conditions is significantly lower than
well-known feature-representation TL method TCA, CORAL and SCL. The
mean absolute percentage error of distance to peers feature (m-kNN) is ap-
proximately four times lower compared to the traditional approach.
Author contributions: Proposing and elaborating the idea, designing the method,
conducting the experiment, interpreting the result, and writing the manuscript.

4.6 Paper VI
Title: Interactive-COSMO: Consensus Self-Organized Models for Fault De-
tection with Expert Feedback
Purpose: Study how to incorporate expert-provided feedback, on whether a
queried sample is a true anomaly, into the COSMO method, updating the
model online according to the feedback of the queried sample, for more accu-
rate fault detection.
Summary: Not all deviations or anomalies corresponds to faulty behaviors
(many can be explained by atypical usage or varying external conditions).
Therefore, allowing human experts to be a part of the learning loop, separat-
ing useful examples from the noise, and adapting the model to persist over
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changes in data distribution (e.g., concept drift) is helpful and important for
building fault detection systems that can tackle real-world problems.

The proposed method employs exploration-exploitation trade-off in an in-
teractive feedback process. In the beginning, an anomaly detection algorithm,
i.e., the COSMO method, is applied to an unlabeled dataset in a purely unsu-
pervised manner. As the interactive learner interacts with the experts and ob-
tains feedback (i.e., ground-truth labels) for selected instances, the approach
exploits those labels to update the model (i.e., the most central object). When-
ever the model is updated, new anomaly scores are computed, and instances
are reclassified. Consequently, the model gradually changes with expert feed-
back and improves, in separating normal and abnormal samples.The process
continues until either all the data is exhausted, or the interactive learning runs
out of the query budget.

The proposed approach was demonstrated in two different settings. In
the first setting, how the accuracy of the model changes with respect to the
number of queries presented to the expert is measured. This is one of the typ-
ical evaluation strategies in the active-learning community, where the goal is
to obtain the highest classification accuracy with the least amount of human
effort. The second setting, however, is more realistic for self-monitoring ap-
plications, e.g. the distribution of streaming sample data changes over time or
different data set. In this case, the system is designed to perform continuous,
online self-monitoring. Over time, the correct classification of all of them also
gets known, as the objects are analyzed either experienced failures or not.
Result and findings: The experiments with synthetic data have shown that
the overall concept is sound and promising.
Author contributions: elaborating the idea, elaborating the method, conduct-
ing the experiment, interpreting the result, and improving the manuscript.

4.7 Paper VII
Title: Predicting Air Compressor Failures Using Long Short Term Memory
Networks
Purpose: Using a type of recurrent neural networks to predict air compressor
failures for a large population of heavy-duty vehicles, with aggregated sensor
data collected from the real usage
Method: Paper VII applied LSTM to predict air compressor failures for trucks
using aggregated sensory data. The study utilized a window with fixed-length
to extract training data, reducing the imbalance between healthy and faulty
samples on the record level.
Result and findings: The experimental results on a real-world dataset show
that while Random Forest slightly outperforms LSTM in terms of AUC score,
the predictions of LSTM stay more stable over time, showing a trend from
healthy to faulty class. Additionally, LSTM is also better at detecting the switch
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from faulty class to the healthy one after a repair. We advocate that this stabil-
ity is important for making repair decisions, especially in complicated cases,
and therefore the LSTM model is likely to lead to better results in practice, for
decision making.
Author contributions: Proposing and elaborating the idea, help designing
the method, interpreting the result, and providing feedback to the manuscript.



Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Summary of Contributions
In this thesis and appended papers we have demonstrated how an unsu-
pervised deviation detection method (COSMO) can be applied for condition
monitoring, i.e., fault detection and prognosis, with three case studies: i) de-
tecting faults and predicting failures in the air system for a commercial fleet
of city buses, based on sensor data collected on-board and service records
collected off-board; ii) predicting remaining useful life for a fleet of turbofan
engine under scenarios where new conditions and fault are present in the
target domain; iii) detecting cracks in metallic material, i.e., Non-Destructive
Testing. More specifically, the COSMO method detects deviations, based on
the knowledge profile of normal behaviors built up from all units within the
fleet. It is essentially a “wisdom of the crowd” approach that can deal with
concept drift and seasonal changes. Instead of relying on expert supervision
to detect faults for any specific component, the proposed method is flexible
and works for various kinds of systems, if a number of similar systems are
available. The method can utilize generic models to capture characteristics of
signals without external supervision. Furthermore, with a crowd that is rep-
resentative of nominal conditions across all operating profiles, the distance
to the peers generalizes samples from different domains to a common latent
feature space where the discrepancy of marginal distributions between do-
mains is reduced and deviating (or near EOL) samples are projected onto the
edge of the majority. This feature is useful for detecting faults and perform-
ing prognostics, especially handling future data samples that may come from
a different distribution, undertaking new faults and novel deterioration pro-
gression.

This thesis addresses the need for building an autonomous CM system in
maintaining fleets of industrial equipment and enabling data collected from
regular operations during real usage for fault detection and prognosis. The
proposed system enables and utilizes all units within a fleet to be aware of
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their health status during regular operation and minimizes the required ef-
fort from human experts. Contributions of this work fall into the following
categories:

• A method that labels the data collected from the regular operation, based
on Vehicle Service Records, and evaluate the prognostic power of the
COSMO method in detecting faults and predicting component failures.

• showing how expert knowledge can be incorporated into the COSMO
method and compared the COSMO method against an expert knowledge-
based system in predicting vehicle air compressor faults. The result
shows both methods perform equally well.

• demonstrate the capability of Echo State Networks (ESN) in capturing
different characteristics of the signal and the potential benefits in de-
tecting various faults, based on experiments of using both synthetic and
real data.

• demonstrate a feature-representation TL approach using the distance to
peers feature for predicting RUL in scenarios where the target domain is
more complex, e.g., with new operating conditions and fault presented,
compared to the source domain.

• demonstrate an interactive method for adapting the reference group in
computing the Most Central Object using expert feedback on re-weighting
the candidates, for fault detection.

• demonstrates the generality of the COSMO method by applying it to
three case studies in different application domains for fault detection
and prognosis.

5.2 Review of the Findings
Research Question 1: How to evaluate the performance of deviation detec-
tion methods in finding faults and predicting failures with on-board sensor
data and off-board service records collected from regular operations?

The objective of applying the COSMO method for CM is to observe de-
viations, indicating potential faults before failure occurs, and provide useful
information for making maintenance decisions. Ideally, the deviations should
be detected early enough so that something can be done about it. In the paper
I and VII, we referred to this period of interest as the prediction horizon (PH),
and it is dependent on the maintenance needs for the equipment.

For the case study on the commercial fleet, we only have access to data
from the regular operation of a limited amount of equipment, and fault de-
tection is conducted in an unsupervised manner. Being different from change
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point detection methods, which focus on identifying the time when some sta-
tistical property of the time series changes, we evaluate the COSMO method
as a binary decision-making system. For each observation, a decision on whether
this equipment is prone to failure within the incoming time period, i.e., PH,
shall be cast. Thus, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is com-
puted, and the area under the curve (AUC) was used as the performance in-
dicator, which is a ranking test of how well faulty samples are ranked higher
than healthy ones. In reality, multiple events/faults can occur in the same
system at the same time. For the case study on the vehicle air system, we
identified in total nine types of relevant events, i.e., faults and failures, and
categorized them into different groups based on their similarities. For each
of these fault categories, all sample observations within the PH before this
fault occurs are labeled as faulty and the rest as healthy. In general, the ex-
pected healthy observations are “shared” between all fault categories, since
they correspond to times when a vehicle is believed to be operating without
any problem. Faulty observations, on the other hand, are assigned to specific
fault categories, depending on particular repairs that were performed.

In paper VII, the stability of the prediction outcome was considered as an
important performance indicator as well. The proposed measure penalizes
unstable prediction outcomes, from binary classification or decision-making
system, more on samples near the EOL of the equipment, compared to the
ones that are far away from the time when a failure occurs.

Research Question 2: What data representation is beneficial for detecting
faults in the model space?

The traditional approach for developing fault detection methods heavily
relies on hand-crafted features created by human experts. The expert builds
a model on these features using data collected from controlled experiments,
which are intended to reflect real usage of the equipment, with or without
predefined faults injected. In most cases, the human expert provides insights
on what sensor data is relevant for the problem of interest and what features
to extract from. However, in real-world applications, new faults and devia-
tions might occur. Features that are greatly specialized for detecting one par-
ticular fault or a limited set of faults might not be general and effective in
detecting unexpected but relevant deviations or changes in the characteris-
tics that have not been considered when designing the hand-crafted features.

As a robust, simple to compute and parametric free (given the fact that
sensor resolution and range of readings are known in most cases) data rep-
resentation, the histogram was employed to model the density of the data
and to capture the changes in the density between different individual as-
sets, in the model space. For example, in paper III, it is demonstrated that the
histogram of the signal is not able to capture differences in slope, and the his-
togram of the signal changes is not able to capture differences in the offset. To
detect different types of deviations, histograms need to be calculated over the
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appropriate features, corresponding to the interesting characteristics of the
signal. If another fault characteristic would become relevant, e.g., some dif-
ferent form of periodicity disturbance, it would be necessary to design yet an-
other variant of the histogram. In comparison, the ESNs detected both types
of faults in the synthetic data, i.e., being able to capture differences in both
slope and signal offset, without providing any additional explicit knowledge
of regarding input features. From the experiment result on the synthetic data,
it is plausible that most typical faults can be detected using ESNs.

Therefore, to build up an autonomous system for detecting faults, the data
representation is expected to be general, being capable of capturing different
changes in various characteristics of the signal from the underlying process of
the equipment. In addition, for detecting deviations in an unsupervised man-
ner, data representations employed are also expected to be self-organized,
which refers to the concept that it can be computed without external supervi-
sion. Both histograms and ESNs with the proposed training method in paper
III satisfy this property. Last but not least, industrial equipment is designed
to be cost-effective, and therefore the data representation employed to be
computed on-board the equipment shall not be too compute- and memory-
intensive.

Research Question 3: How can expert knowledge be incorporated into a
group based anomaly detection method, e.g., COSMO?

The COSMO method is a data-driven method that detects deviations in
the model space, by comparing the individual sample to a group of peers
that are representative of nominal or most typical behavior. In paper II and
III, an expert hand-crafted feature, proposed in a series of patents by Fogel-
strom [38, 39, 40], were incorporated into the COSMO method, as an aug-
mentation in the data input to histograms and ESNs, for detecting air system
related faults. The final result shows that the COSMO method augmented
with expert features outperforms other solutions. In paper VI, we proposed
a framework incorporating the expert feedback on whether the queried sam-
ple (e.g., anomalies detected by the COSMO method) is a deviation into the
COSMO method for updating model parameters (e.g., the most central object)
in dealing with the drift in the distribution of the unseen testing samples. The
experiment results on synthetic data have shown that the overall concept is
sound and promising.

Research Question 4: Can the COSMO method be applied to very different
domains?

In this thesis, we demonstrated three case studies, on different application
domains, applying the COSMO method for CM, i.e., i) fault detection and fail-
ure prediction for a commercial fleet of city buses, ii) prognosis for a fleet of
turbofan engines and iii) finding cracks for metallic material. With a crowd
constructed based on observations from a group of buses, of the same model
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and similar physical structure, from a the same time period, the COSMO
method can indicate deviations and faults in the air system; with crowds that
have comprehensive coverage on nominal conditions under various operat-
ing profiles of a fleet of turbofan engines, the COSMO method is useful for
performing prognosis; with crowds consisting of observations made on dif-
ferent sensing locations that are similar in geometry structure, the COSMO
method can detect cracks in a metal board and indicate their locations.

Research Question 5: Does the distance to the peers contain information
about the remaining useful life of the equipment?

Yes, the experiment result presented in paper V shows that using the dis-
tance to peers feature for estimating RUL is significantly better than the using
sensor data in a scenario where new fault and/or new operating conditions
occur in the target domain. With a crowd that has comprehensive coverage on
operating profiles in both domains, using the m-kNN distance outperforms
the sensor data as well as some other well-known feature-representation-
based TL methods, i.e., TCA, CORAL, and SCL. This transferable feature gen-
eralizes from a limited number of run-to-failure examples before deployment
into making prognostics with data coming from deployed equipment that is
being used under multiple new operating conditions and experiencing previ-
ously unseen faults. Furthermore, this feature is not worse in predicting RUL
compared to using raw sensor data on scenarios where training and testing
samples come from the same population. In addition, the prediction on RUL
using the distance to peers feature is a lot more accurate near EOL than the
period where equipment is newly deployed.

5.3 Conclusion
To conclude, performing deviation detection in the model space by compar-
ing individual samples in a homogeneous crowd, composed of several similar
types of equipment under similar regular operations during the same period,
is useful for condition monitoring. The result on performing CM for the com-
mercial city bus fleet demonstrates that the proposed approach based on the
Wisdom of the Crowd can detect multiple types of faults and predicting fail-
ures for the air systems with data only from regular operations. Updating a
crowd based on the assumption that sample observations are homogeneous
in a subspace over time is useful for handling concept drift in ambient condi-
tions.

Furthermore, by constructing a crowd with comprehensive coverage on
various usage profiles, the proposed distance to peers features, that capture
how different individual equipment performs compared to its peers within
this crowd, is useful for predicting RUL. Moreover, the distance to peers fea-
ture is transferable and robust in handling new operating profiles as well as
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unseen faults that may present in future testing samples, coming from a dif-
ferent population.

Last but not least, with the flexibility of incorporating expert knowledge
on selecting suitable data representations as well as active querying expert
feedback on unlabeled samples for adapting the model, the performance of
the proposed approach for fault detection can be improved.

5.4 Discussion
The objective of the work presented in this thesis is to build a condition mon-
itoring system that can estimate the health status for fleets of equipment (and
their subsystems) that operate under real-world applications based on real
usage data, with or without controlled experiment (labeled training data).
This requires CM methods to be capable of handling changes in operating
and ambient conditions, diversities in the nature of faults and deterioration,
and, preferably, can scale to work with many systems without too much hu-
man supervision. While this work addresses many of these issues, there are
limitations inherited from the methodology and its assumptions, as well as
some other practical issues when applying the proposed method to different
applications.

The availability of a crowd is a prerequisite of applying the proposed ap-
proach, i.e., a fleet of similar equipment must be available for observation
during regular operation after deployed to the real-world task. Arguably, one
single piece of equipment with (preferably rich) historical records on its reg-
ular operations are eligible as a crowd as well, see a study [13] presented by
Calikus et al.

Furthermore, the sensory mechanism deployed on every individual within
this crowd is expected to be homogeneous, i.e., sensors are mounted in the
same place on-board every equipment and data acquired resides in the same
feature space (the set of parameters collected from every equipment is iden-
tical).

The proposed approach works with existing sensory setup and its gener-
ated data, i.e., the method does not specify or suggest extra sensors to mount
onto the equipment. Sensors mounted on-board equipment are expected to
capture characteristics of usage pattern, fault, and deterioration progression
that is useful for performing condition monitoring.

The comprehensiveness of the crowd in covering nominal behaviors of
various operating profiles, under different ambient conditions, is a major as-
sumption the proposed approach builds on. If healthy equipment were de-
ployed to a new application, performing atypical and novel operations, and
sensor readings that have not been included in the crowd, it will be consid-
ered as deviation and indicated as a potential faulty behavior.

The integrity of the crowd, for detecting faults, might be compromised
by including a large proportion of non-healthy or faulty samples. In the case
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study for monitoring the condition of a fleet of city buses, the crowd was up-
dated over time, and deviations were detected based on the assumption that
the majority is healthy. The purpose of updating the crowd with equipment
usage from the same time period is to handle concept drift in ambient condi-
tions. However, it is possible that these buses, being manufactured with very
similar quality before initial deployment to the current application, deterio-
rate in a very similar way and develop the same type of fault. The proposed
approach is incapable of detecting a fault if the majority carried it and de-
veloped it in the same way. For the case study on Non-Destructive Testing,
it is possible, but not very likely, that the same type of micro-cracks was de-
veloped all over the metal board. In addition, if the material was crafted to
be heterogeneous, the proposed approach might not be able to detect micro-
cracks and indicate their location as well.

The feasibility for deploying the proposed approach for condition moni-
toring in real-time and for the long-term depends on the computational and
memory complexity. The bottleneck is the size of the crowd and the data rep-
resentation chosen. For a data representation, e.g., a feature vector, with a
size of k, and a crowd of n number of sample observations, the computa-
tional complexity is O(kn2), and memory complexity is O(kn). To maintain
a certain level of computation efficiency that is feasible for the algorithm to
perform in real-time as well as in the long-term, the size of the crowd needs
to be constrained.

5.5 Future Work
The most prominent candidate for improving the proposed approach is to
develop a method for suggesting a “wiser” crowd, for performing condi-
tion monitoring, using both testing data from the latest regular operation and
historical records. Ideally, the crowd is expected to include nominal samples
from all normal usage profiles and conditions.

Updating the crowd with the latest regular operation data is useful for
handling concept drift in certain ambient conditions but might ignore sys-
temic fault or failure that occurs on all individuals. Therefore, combining the
use of the latest testing data with fixed reference models to discover whether
there exists any concept drift in ambient conditions or in latent parameters
and to identify whether any of them corresponds to the occurrence of any
fault can be beneficial.

Using a fixed reference model can function as an anchor for detecting de-
viations but not flexible and robust enough for handling future testing data
that maybe come from a different population, e.g., new operating conditions
and faults present in a target domain. One potential future work is to develop
a mechanism that maintains a library of fixed (anchor) models based on his-
torical records and, over time, adding new nominal samples as a member to
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this library, with the potential of incorporating knowledge and feedback from
domain experts.

In addition to modifying the crowd for adapting to a new task domain,
which has a strong similarity to the instanced based transfer learning, a more
powerful and flexible feature extraction model, e.g., Domain Adaptive Neu-
ral Networks (DANN), that is trainable to produce domain invariant features
can be incorporated and studied. In addition to the domain prediction loss
(for supervising the model to extract domain-invariant feature), the distance
to peers features computed by the COSMO method can be utilized as a part of
an extra loss function, for guiding the model to extract features that retain the
distance to a crowd. If the majority of the crowd is healthy and covers differ-
ent types of normal working conditions, the extracted feature (from DANN)
of faulty or deviating samples are expected to be projected onto the edge of
the crowd.

Class imbalance is a well-known problem in the field of fault detection
and prognosis when it comes to using data collected from real usage. For
industrial systems, faulty samples of a particular fault is a lot less in numbers
compared to healthy samples. We have addressed this issue and proposed a
method (in paper VII) to balance the data by down-sampling specific periods
of healthy samples in the time-series data. For future work, approaches based
on generative adversarial networks (GANs) and its variations can be further
developed and applied to up-sample faulty samples, e.g., time-series data of
vehicles with faults.

Last but not least, how to utilize information, e.g., deviation levels and
predicted RUL values, gathered from the proposed approach for maintenance
planning should be investigated. Criteria that are important for proactively
performing maintenance shall be discussed and considered.
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